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It is known that the classical framework of causal models is not general enough to allow for causal reasoning
about quantum systems. Efforts have been devoted towards generalization of the classical framework to the
quantum case, with the aim of providing a framework in which cause-effect relations between quantum systems,
and their connection with empirically observed data, can be rigorously analyzed. Building on the results of Allen et
al., Phys. Rev. X 7, 031021 (2017), we present a fully-fledged framework of quantum causal models. The approach
situates causal relations in unitary transformations, in analogy with an approach to classical causal models that
assumes underlying determinism and situates causal relations in functional dependences between variables. We
show that for any quantum causal model, there exists a corresponding unitary circuit, with appropriate causal
structure, such that the quantum causal model is returned when marginalising over latent systems, and vice
versa. We introduce an intrinsically quantum notion that plays a role analogous to the conditional independence
of classical variables, and (generalizing a central theorem of the classical framework) show that d-separation is
sound and complete in the quantum case. We present generalizations of the three rules of the classical do-calculus,
in each case relating a property of the causal structure to a formal property of the quantum process, and to an
operational statement concerning the outcomes of interventions. In addition to the results concerning quantum
causal models, we introduce and derive similar results for classical split-node causal models, which are more closely
analogous to quantum causal models than the classical causal models that are usually studied.
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1 Introduction
Reasoning in causal terms is omnipresent, from fundamental physics to medicine, social sciences and economics,
and in everyday life. The engine starts whenever the car key is turned, and we believe that this is because turning
the key causes the engine to start. However, as the mantra ‘correlation does not imply causation’ suggests,
the connections between observed data and causal relations between variables are not always obvious. The
framework of causal models, most prominently developed by Judea Pearl [1, 2] and by Spirtes et al. [3], makes
these connections precise. This enables, for example, the development of ‘causal discovery algorithms’, which spell
out in a principled way the assumptions under which causal structure can indeed be inferred from observational
data. The framework also allows predictions about the consequences of intervening upon (rather than merely
observing) variables, and provides a method of evaluating counterfactual claims.
When it comes to quantum systems, however, the framework of classical causal models is not able to give
satisfactory causal explanations of all possible correlations. Bell’s theorem [4] rules out an explanation of Bell-
correlations in terms of free choices of measurements in space-like separated regions and a variable in the common
past. Any account of Bell-correlations with classical causal models, for instance through the strategies of invoking
retrocausal explanations, superdeterminism or superluminal signalling, requires some form of fine-tuning [5]. A
framework of causal models, which from the outset is defined in quantum theoretic terms, holds the possibility of
a unified causal account of Bell-type and other scenarios, with no invocation of fine-tuning (or at least: does so
modulo the usual debates concerning the interpretation of the quantum formalism).
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The last two decades have seen much work on the study of causal reasoning in quantum theory and the
development of quantum versions of causal models [6–18]. There are, however, big differences between these
approaches with respect to basic questions such as: what is a causal relation in quantum theory, what are the
relata of quantum causal relations, and what is the intended purpose of the formalism? Other differences include
whether they can deal with open quantum systems and interventions, and whether they contain the classical
framework of causal models as a limiting case.
Beyond the wish to give a general account of causality in quantum theory, in a way that includes Bell
experiments as a special case, some further reasons to study quantum causal models are as follows. First, there
has already been some effort devoted to the study of indefinite causal structure (see, e.g., Refs. [19–32] for a
selection). Progress may be facilitated by first properly understanding definite causal structure from a causal
model perspective, which can then be extended to indefinite structures. Second, the right framework of quantum
causal models should allow for ‘quantum causal discovery’, that is inferring the underlying causal structure from
quantum correlations. Third, the framework may have other practical applications, such as the development of
device-independent protocols, by studying novel causal scenarios that reveal a separation between quantumly and
classically achievable correlations [33]. We emphasize the lesson of the development of classical causal models –
that is, the importance of having a formal framework, in which statements about causal structure can be made
rigorously, and the connection to empirical facts studied in a well-defined way.
The current work presents a framework of quantum causal models, based on the initial proposal of Ref. [17].
The distinctive feature of this approach is that it takes causal relations to be relations of possible influence between
quantum systems in some underlying unitary evolution. This allows the main result of Ref. [17] to be generalized by
showing that for any acyclic causal structure, the constraints that it imposes on the quantum process are, roughly
speaking, equivalent to the constraints that would follow from the existence of an underlying unitary circuit with
that same causal structure. This theorem can be seen as constituting a justification of the definition of a quantum
causal model and puts the framework on firm conceptual ground. We develop an intrinsically quantum notion that
plays a role analogous to that of the conditional independence of two classical variables given a third, and relate
this to causal structure via a d-separation theorem. We then extend this result, presenting three theorems that
generalize the three rules of Pearl’s do-calculus [1]. In each case, causal structure is shown to impose constraints
on the form of a quantum process, and these constraints are in turn shown to have operational consequences.
In addition to the main results, which concern quantum causal models, we establish similar results for classical
split-node causal models (defined below), which are more closely analogous to the quantum formalism than the
classical causal models of Refs. [1–3]. The results for classical split-node causal models are not difficult to establish
per se, but we have not seen them before in the literature.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 briefly summarizes the framework of classical causal models.
The next two sections answer the question: given that the quantum causal structure is of a particular form, what
constraint does this impose on the quantum process? To this end, Section 3 provides the necessary preliminaries
and definitions, in particular that of a process operator. Section 4 presents the fundamental link between quantum
causal models and unitary dynamics. Section 5 introduces classical split-node causal models, and gives an overview
on how quantum and the different kinds of classical causal models are related to one other. Sections 7 and 8
present notions of ‘conditional independence’ and the quantum d-separation theorem. Sections 9 and 10 introduce
the classical do-calculus, and generalize it to the quantum framework. Section 11 contains some first observations
on the problem of causal inference. Sections 12 and 13 give a brief account of related work and conclude.
2 Classical causal models
2.1 The definition
A classical causal model specifies a finite set of random variables, which in this work are always assumed to take
values in a finite set. A causal structure for the random variables corresponds to a directed acyclic graph (DAG)1,
with the variables as nodes, and with an arrow from a node X to a node Y representing the relation that X is
a direct cause of Y . If there is a directed path from X to Y , but no arrow from X to Y , then X is an indirect
cause of Y , meaning that X should still be thought of as a cause of Y , but with the causal relation mediated by
other variables in the model.2 In the following, the terminology of kinship will be useful to describe relationships
between nodes of the graph. If there is an arrow from a node X to a node Y , then X is a parent of Y , and Y
is a child of X. If there is a directed path from a node X to a node Y , then X is an ancestor of Y , and Y is a
descendant of X. For a node X, let Pa(X) denote the set of parents of X, and let Nd(X) denote the set of all
nodes that are not descendants of X, excluding X itself.
A classical causal model is then defined as follows.
Definition 2.1. (Classical causal model): A classical causal model is given by
(1) a causal structure represented by a DAG G with vertices corresponding to random variables X1, . . . , Xn,
(2) for each Xi, a classical channel P (Xi|Pa(Xi)).
1Directed graphs, which may have directed cycles, play some role in classical causal modeling, but will be ignored in the
present work.
2Note that the distinction between direct and indirect causes is dependent on the choice of variables.
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The classical causal model defines a probability distribution over X1, . . . , Xn, given by
P (X1, ..., Xn) =
∏
i
P (Xi|Pa(Xi)). (2.1)
Fig. 1 shows an example of a classical causal model.
X1
X2 X3
X4
X5 P (X1, X2, X3, X4, X5) =
P (X5|X1, X4) P (X4|X2, X3)
P (X2|X1) P (X3|X1)
P (X1)
Figure 1: Example of a classical causal model.
Central to classical causal modelling is the idea that if a joint probability distribution P (X1, ..., Xn) represents
observed data, perhaps gathered over a large number of repeated trials, then a classical causal model that recovers
P (X1, ..., Xn) can be regarded as a candidate explanation for the observations. Furthermore, as explained in
Section 2.3 below, this explanation is useful because it allows further kinds of predictions to be made. Verifying
these predictions constitutes a test of the classical causal model.
In virtue of Eq. (2.1), a given causal structure, represented by a DAGG, imposes a constraint on any probability
distribution that can be explained by a classical causal model with DAG G. This is captured by the following
definition.
Definition 2.2. (Markov condition): Given a DAG G, with nodes corresponding to random variables X1, . . . , Xn,
a joint probability distribution P (X1, . . . , Xn) is Markov for G if and only if there exists for each i a classical
channel P (Xi|Pa(Xi)) such that
P (X1, . . . , Xn) =
n∏
i=1
P (Xi|Pa(Xi)) . (2.2)
2.2 Why Markovianity?
Given that a set of random variables has a causal structure corresponding to a DAG, it is reasonable to ask why
a probability distribution over the variables should be Markov for the DAG. If causal relations are facts in the
world, and probabilities the degrees of belief of a rational agent, then the question becomes: why should a rational
agent arrange her beliefs so as to be Markov for the causal structure? Alternatively, assuming that probabilities
have at least some connection with observed relative frequencies in experimental trials, then why should these
frequencies have any connection to the Markov condition?
One approach sees the Markov condition as a normative principle, which guides us in finding an appropriate
set of variables for causal reasoning (see, e.g., [3], [34]). Pearl, on the other hand, obtains the Markov condition
as a theorem, following an assumption of underlying determinism [1]. In this work (following [17]), we also take
this approach. The idea is that direct causal relations in the model will be understood in terms of functional
dependences, such that with additional (perhaps unobserved) variables λ1, . . . , λn, each variable Xi of the original
causal model can be expressed as a function of its parents and of the additional variable λi. The λi are assumed
to be statistically independent, i.e., P (λ1, ..., λn) =
∏
i P (λi) – a substantial but common assumption, which we
will not further justify in this work (also see the discussion in Section 13). Seeing as each of the λi is only a ‘local
disturbance’, that is it only influences one variable Xi, the λi do not constitute additional common causes. Hence
the causal structure of the variables X1, . . . , Xn, as represented by the DAG G, can be seen as a representation
of functional dependences amongst the variables, modulo additional local disturbances. Probability distributions
on this view arise due an agent’s lack of knowledge of, or control over, the λi.
If a distribution P (X1, . . . , Xn) can be seen to arise from such a situation through marginalization over the
λi, then we will say that it is compatible with the causal structure expressed by the DAG G. More formally,
Definition 2.3. (Classical compatibility with a DAG): Given a DAG G with nodes X1, . . . , Xn, a joint probability
distribution P (X1, . . . , Xn) is compatible with G if and only if there exist n additional variables λ1, ..., λn and
functions fi : Pa(Xi)× λi → Xi, along with distributions P (λi) such that
P (X1, . . . , Xn) =
∑
λ1,...,λn
[
n∏
i=1
δ
(
Xi, fi(Pa(Xi), λi)
)
P (λi)
]
. (2.3)
The connection with the Markov condition is then as follows.
Theorem 2.4. (Equivalence of classical compatibility and Markovianity [1]): Given a distribution P (X1, . . . , Xn)
and a DAG G with nodes X1, . . . , Xn, the following are equivalent:
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(1) P (X1, . . . , Xn) is compatible with G.
(2) P (X1, . . . , Xn) is Markov for G.
The (1) → (2) direction can be seen as justifying the stipulation that a joint probability distribution P (X1,
..., Xn), representing observed data, should be explained by a classical causal model with a DAG G such that
P (X1, ..., Xn) is Markov for G. The (2) → (1) direction shows that, given a DAG G, any joint probability
distribution that is Markov for G admits an explanation in terms of underlying functional relationships among
variables, such that the variables have the causal structure of G.
Fig. 2 shows the classical causal model of Fig. 1, dilated to a functional model.
X1
λ1
X2
λ2
X3
λ3
X4
λ4
X5
λ5
X5 = f5(X1, X4, λ5),
X4 = f4(X2, X3, λ4),
X3 = f3(X1, λ3),
X2 = f2(X1, λ2),
X1 = f1(λ1),
P (λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4, λ5) =
5∏
i=1
P (λi) .
Figure 2: A functional model.
2.3 Do-interventions
We may have observations of the weather conditions and readings of a barometer, but what is the probability of
rain if we have built an airtight box around the barometer and forced it to show a particular pressure? A joint
probability distribution allows, via Bayes’ rule, the calculation of any conditional distribution P (Xj |Xi), that is
a set of values for the probability of finding Xj = xj , given that one has observed Xi = xi. However, the joint
distribution is not in general sufficient to calculate probabilities for Xj in an alternative scenario in which one
intervenes on Xi, i.e., externally ‘reaches in’, and changes the value of Xi rather than simply observing it. A
classical causal model allows probabilities to be computed in such alternative scenarios.
A particularly important kind of intervention in the framework of classical causal models is a do-intervention,
wherein a variable Xi is forced to take the value xi, overriding the mechanisms which would have otherwise fixed
the value of Xi. More generally, one may consider do-interventions that fix a subset S of the variables to have a
value s, where s labels a tuple of values for the variables in S. In this case, the quantity of interest is the resulting
joint distribution over the remaining variables. Importantly, it is assumed that the arrows in a causal structure
G represent stable and autonomous mechanisms: when do-intervening on S, the mechanisms by which variables
/∈ S take values are unaltered.
Definition 2.5. (Do-conditional distribution): Consider a classical causal model given by a DAG G with nodes
X1, . . . , Xn, and for each i a classical channel P (Xi|Pa(Xi)). Let S ⊂ {X1, ..., Xn} and let T := {X1, ..., Xn}\S.
The do-conditional distribution for T , given a do-intervention on S, is given by
P (T |do(S)) :=
∏
Xi∈T
P (Xi|Pa(Xi)). (2.4)
If s is a particular value of S, i.e., a tuple containing a value for each variable Xi ∈ S, then
P (T |do(S = s)) :=
 ∏
Xi∈T
P (Xi|Pa(Xi))
∣∣∣∣∣∣
S=s
. (2.5)
Given a do-conditional distribution P (T |do(S)), a marginal for a variable Xi ∈ T is obtained in the ordinary
way as P (Xi|do(S)) :=
∑
Xj∈T,j 6=i
P (T |do(S)). Eq. 2.4 is sometimes referred to as the truncated factorization
formula, as it results from dropping all those factors corresponding to variables in S in the right hand side of the
expression
P (X1, . . . , Xn) =
n∏
i=1
P (Xi|Pa(Xi)).
The quantity P (T |do(S = s)) is to be interpreted as the resulting probability distribution over the variables
in T , when a do-intervention sets the variables in S to have the value s. Much as with the Markov condition, the
definition of a do-conditional distribution can be justified in terms of underlying functional models (see def. 4.3).
In terms of an underlying functional model, when a do-intervention is performed on a set of variables S, fixing
a joint value s, the stability of mechanisms means that for any variable Xj /∈ S, the function fj(Pa(Xj), λj),
which determines Xj in terms of the parents of Xj and a local disturbance λj , is assumed to be unaltered by the
intervention upon S. Any variable Xi ∈ S, on the other hand, is no longer given as Xi = fi(Pa(Xi), λi), but is
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simply fixed to have the value determined by s. It is also assumed that the distributions P (λi) are unchanged
by the intervention. It is then a simple matter [1] to show that, marginalizing over the local disturbances, the
resulting joint distribution over the remaining variables T is given by Eq. 2.5.
Fig. 3 shows an example of a do-conditional, evaluated with the classical causal model of Fig. 1.
X1
X2 X3
X4
X5 P (X1, X2, X3, X5|do(X4 = x)) =
P (X5|X1, X4 = x)
P (X2|X1) P (X3|X1)
P (X1)
Figure 3: Evaluating a do-conditional. A do-intervention at X4 overrides the mechanisms that would normally fix
X4 in terms of its parents, X2 and X3, and a local disturbance λ4. The quantity P (X1, X2, X3, X5|do(X4 = x))
can be seen as arising from a mutilated DAG, in which arrows towards the node X4 have been removed.
Historically, the concept of a classical Bayesian network was introduced prior to that of a causal model [1,35].
A classical Bayesian network may also be defined as a DAG, accompanied by a probability distribution that is
Markov for the DAG. In the case of a Bayesian network, however, the DAG is not given a causal interpretation,
but is understood merely as encoding the conditional independence relations that any distribution Markov for the
DAG must satisfy. 3 Classical causal models are distinguished via the causal interpretation of the DAG, and the
formalism of do-conditionals that this permits.
2.4 Remarks on causal influence, signalling, causal inference, and fine tuning
The question of what a causal relation actually is, and in particular, whether it should be treated as a primitive
notion, or reduced to probabilistic, interventional, counterfactual, or other relations is the subject of ongoing
debates in the philosophical literature [34, 36]. The success of causal modelling in practice may stand apart
from questions of grounding causal relations in something else, hence does not necessarily turn on these debates.
Nonetheless, we have taken a particular approach in this work, following that of Ref. [1], wherein it is underlying
functional dependences which define (classical) causal relations. The main reason for this is that we will develop
an analogous account of quantum causal models, wherein underlying functional relationships are replaced with
underlying unitary transformations.
One particular feature of this approach is worth emphasising, as it will be important for the quantum case
developed below. Consider the example of Fig. 4, where a binary variable Y is given by a function of a binary
variable X and a binary local disturbance λY , such that Y = fY (X,λY ) = X+λY mod 2. The joint distribution
is given by P (X,Y, λY ) = P (Y |X,λY )P (X)P (λY ), where P (Y |X, λY ) = δ(Y, fY (X,λY )).
Functional model
Y = X + λY mod 2
P (λY ) = 1/2
P (X)
defines
Causal structure
Y
X
λY
sum over
λY
No-signalling
P (Y |X) = P (Y )
P (Y |do(X)) = P (Y )
Figure 4: Illustrating the distinction between causal influence and the possibility of signalling.
Observe that if P (λY = 0) = P (λY = 1) = 1/2, then P (Y |X) = P (Y ), that is Y is statistically independent of
X. Furthermore, the do-conditional P (Y |do(X)) similarly satisfies P (Y |do(X)) = P (Y ). It is therefore impossible
to send signals from X to Y by means of deliberately varying the value of X. Nonetheless, in this classical causal
model, X is a direct cause of Y , since in the function fY , the variable Y does indeed have a dependence on
X. Suppose the variables X and Y are accessible, while λY is inaccessible, but happens to be described by
the probability distribution P (λY ). This example then shows that the possibility of signalling from X to Y via
P (Y |do(X)), while sufficient, is not a necessary condition for X to be a cause of Y . It is easy to see that with
fY fixed, any other distribution on λY would indeed lead to signalling from X to Y . The absence of signalling
only holds for the specific choice P (λY = 0) = P (λY = 1) = 1/2. In general, this phenomenon – where a certain
independence holds only for a specific distribution on other variables, and is not forced by the causal structure –
is known as fine tuning.
3Note that a probability distribution is Markov for many different DAGs, all of which encode some of the conditional
independence relations.
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More generally, consider a classical causal model with DAG G and distribution P (X1, . . . , Xn) that is Markov
for G, equivalently compatible with G. In the functional model that is asserted to exist by the definition of
compatibility (def. 2.3), suppose that the distributions P (λi) are modified, to become P
′(λi), while keeping
the functions fi unchanged. Marginalizing over the λi, one may calculate a new distribution P
′(X1, . . . , Xn), in
general different from P (X1, . . . , Xn). However, the distribution P
′(X1, . . . , Xn) will be (by definition) compatible
with G, hence (by Theorem 2.4) Markov for G. This means that P ′(X1, . . . , Xn) will also satisfy all conditional
independences that are forced by Markovianity for G – we may distinguish these conditional independences,
which arise from the causal structure itself, from any accidental conditional independences that arise in virtue of
a specific, fine tuned, choice of distributions on the λi.
In classical causal modelling, the problem of causal inference is that of producing a classical causal model,
given observed data summarized by a joint distribution P (X1, . . . , Xn), such that the causal model can be seen as
an explanation of the data. It is usually regarded as a desideratum that any conditional independences satisfied by
P (X1, . . . , Xn) are forced by the causal structure of the model, that is do not need to be obtained via a fine-tuned
choice of distribution on unobserved variables λi.
3 Introducing quantum causal models
3.1 Quantum definitions and notation 1
This work considers, for simplicity, only finite-dimensional quantum systems. Let HA denote the Hilbert space
of system A and dA the dimension of HA. (For better readability, the proofs in the Appendices will sometimes
denote the Hilbert space of system A, simply as A, rather than HA.) Let L(H) denote the vector space of linear
operators on H. A completely positive (CP) map E : L(HA)→ L(HB) can be represented as an operator via the
Choi-Jamio lkowski (CJ) isomorphism [37,38]. We will use a variant of the CJ isomorphism such that a CP map
E : L(HA)→ L(HB) is represented as a positive semi-definite operator on HB ⊗H
∗
A, where H
∗
A is the dual space
of HA:
ρB|A :=
∑
i,j
E(|i〉A 〈j|)⊗ |i〉A∗ 〈j| . (3.1)
Here,
{
|i〉A
}
is an orthonormal basis of HA, and
{
|i〉A∗
}
the corresponding dual basis. Under this definition, the
CJ representation of a CP map is both positive semi-definite and basis-independent4. The converse direction is
then given by E(ρA) = TrAA∗ [τ
id
A ρB|A ρA] for ρA ∈ L(HA), where the operator τ
id
A , is given by
τ idA :=
∑
i,j
|i〉A∗ 〈j| ⊗ |i〉A 〈j| . (3.2)
The most general deterministic transformation of the state of a quantum system that can result from an
interaction of the system with an environment, when the state of the system is initially uncorrelated from the
state of the environment, is described by a trace-preserving CP (CPTP) map. The CJ representation of a CPTP
map ρB|A satisfies TrB [ρB|A] = 1A∗ , where 1A denotes the identity operator on HA. At times it will be useful to
consider the operator on HB ⊗H
∗
A associated with the representation ρB|A of a channel, but normalised to have
unit trace, which we write as ρˆB|A := (1/dA)ρB|A.
The most general intervention upon a quantum system (initially uncorrelated with the agent) corresponds
to a quantum instrument, that is a set of trace-non-increasing CP maps
{
Ek : L(HA)→ L(HB)
}
, where k labels
the classical outcome of the intervention, and where E =
∑
k E
k, is a CPTP map. The probability of obtaining
outcome k is P (k) = Tr(Ek(ρA)), and the state after the intervention, conditioned upon obtaining outcome k, is
Ek(ρA)/P (k).
Whenever we write products of the form ρB|DA ρC|AE , ‘padding’ with identity operators on complementary
Hilbert spaces is to be understood implicitly, i.e., the expression ρB|DA ρC|AE is short for (ρB|DA ⊗ 1E∗ ⊗
1C)(ρC|AE ⊗ 1B ⊗ 1D∗).
3.2 Quantum process operators
There is a rich literature studying quantum correlations between causally related systems using formalisms that
are closely related to one another. A common ingredient in many of them is that a local quantum system is
described by two Hilbert spaces, one associated with the causal past of the system, and one with the causal
future. The two Hilbert spaces together can be interpreted as a locus at which an agent may or may not decide
to intervene upon the system. If an intervention is performed, then the intervention corresponds to a quantum
instrument, in general with a classical outcome, that defines an additional evolution of the system, mediating the
causal past and the causal future. This approach was first introduced as the multi-time formalism [40–44], and
was later generalized under the terminology of quantum combs [22, 45], and process matrices [20, 24, 25, 39]. The
papers that appear under these different banners tend to address different questions, and use different conventions,
but the basic objects under study are similar.
4A basis-dependent version of the CJ representation with a physical interpretation, where the choice of basis is related
to the transformation of time reversal, was proposed in [39]. Here, we will not be concerned with this time-neutral approach
but will regard the CJ isomorphism simply as a mathematical tool that provides an equivalent representation of standard
quantum theory (hence the basis-independent representation).
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The approach taken by this work to describe causally related quantum systems is again similar, with con-
ventions tailored to our purposes that follow those of Ref. [17]. A quantum node is a pair of Hilbert spaces, one
associated with the causal past of the system, or an incoming system, and one with the causal future, or an
outgoing system. For a quantum node A, associated with a system with Hilbert space HA, the incoming Hilbert
space is denoted HAin ≡ HA. An intervention at the node is associated with a quantum instrument that maps
states on the incoming Hilbert space to states on the outgoing Hilbert space. In the literature on quantum combs
and process matrices, it is common to allow that the two Hilbert spaces are of different dimension, which is con-
sistent as long as an intervention at the node is assumed that changes the dimension of the quantum system. The
present work does not adopt this extra generality, for the reason that we wish to allow always for the possibility
that there is no intervention at a given node, hence the outgoing Hilbert space has the same dimension as, and
may be regarded as a copy of, the incoming Hilbert space. When the information about a system includes both
pre- and post-selection, the post-selection information is most naturally represented with a positive operator that
acts on the dual of the outgoing Hilbert space. Furthermore, our particular choice of CJ representation means
that channels representing evolution between nodes are represented with operators that act on incoming Hilbert
spaces and the duals of outgoing Hilbert spaces. Formulae become cluttered when the ∗-symbol needs to be used
frequently to denote the dual of a Hilbert space. In order to avoid this clutter, let HAout represent the dual of
the outgoing Hilbert space, such that HAout
∼= H∗A. In finite dimensions, (H
∗)∗ is canonically isomorphic to H,
hence the outgoing Hilbert space itself can be written H∗
Aout
∼= HA.
An intervention at a quantum node is a quantum instrument of the form
{
EkA : L(HA)→ L(HA)
}
, where
each of these maps has an associated operator ρE
kA
A|A =
∑
i,j E
kA
A (|i〉A 〈j|) ⊗ |i〉A∗ 〈j| in the CJ representation.
When it is interventions at quantum nodes that are considered, rather than evolution between quantum nodes, it
is a useful convention to represent the maps through the transposes of the CJ operators, which we denote τkAA :
τkAA :=
(
ρE
kA
A|A
)T
. (3.3)
A special case of an intervention at a quantum node A is that of a quantum channel, corresponding to a CPTP
map, which in general will be denoted τA. There is, in this case, no classical outcome of the intervention (or,
equivalently, the classical outcome takes a single value that occurs with probability 1). The operator τ idA from
Eq. 3.2 is the representation of the identity channel, which can be interpreted as ‘no external intervention’.
The evolution of systems outside the nodes is described by a quantum process operator :
Definition 3.1. (Quantum process operator): A quantum process operator (process operator for short) over n
quantum nodes A1, . . . , An is a positive semi-definite operator σA1...An ∈ L(
⊗
iHAin
i
⊗HAout
i
), for which
Tr[σA1...An τA1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ τAn ] = 1,
for any set of quantum channels {τAi} at the n nodes.
A process operator5, as defined in this work, is essentially a process matrix, as defined in Ref. [20], up to a
different choice of the CJ representation, which ensures that a process operator is a basis-independent object.
Much of the literature on process matrices has been concerned with the possibility of indefinite causal orders.
Ref. [17] and the present work (in common with Ref. [16], but with different definitions), however, consider process
operators corresponding to a definite causal order, as expressed by a DAG.
Given a process operator σA1...An , suppose that an intervention is performed at each node, with the interven-
tion at the ith node corresponding to {τ
kAi
Ai
}. The joint probability of obtaining outcomes kA1 , . . . , kAn is given
by6
P (kA1 , . . . , kAn) = Tr
[
σA1...An τ
kA1
A1
⊗ · · · ⊗ τ
kAn
An
]
. (3.4)
Remark 3.2. Given a process operator σA1...An , it follows from Def. 3.1 that
TrAin1 ...Ainn
(σA1...An) = 1Aout1
⊗ · · · ⊗ 1Aoutn .
Hence, given the choice of CJ representation of Section 3.1, a process operator over quantum nodes A1, . . . , An
defines formally a CPTP map L(HA1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HAn)→ L(HA1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HAn), from the Hilbert spaces representing
outgoing systems at the quantum nodes to the Hilbert spaces representing incoming systems. However, it is not
the case that any CPTP map L(HA1 ⊗ · · ·⊗HAn)→ L(HA1 ⊗ · · ·⊗HAn) corresponds to a valid process operator.
For alternative characterizations of the set of valid process operators (equivalent, up to minor differences in
conventions), see Refs. [20, 24, 25].
5The term ‘process operator’ has also been used to describe the time-symmetric generalization of process matrices in
[39].
6Here we see the reason for the convention of representing interventions at quantum nodes by the operators τ
kAi
Ai
of
Eq. (3.3): it enables outcome probabilities to be returned via a simple trace rule.
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3.3 Quantum definitions and notation 2
A few more definitions and notational conventions will be useful in the following. If S is a set of quantum nodes,
let HS :=
⊗
A∈SHA, let HSin :=
⊗
A∈SHAin = HS , and let HSout :=
⊗
A∈SHAout
∼= H∗S . In a slight abuse of
notation, if A is a quantum node, let
TrA(· · ·) := TrAinAout (· · ·),
and similarly TrS(· · ·) = TrSinSout(· · ·) for S a set of quantum nodes.
Given a process operator σV , defined over a set V of quantum nodes, let S be a subset of V . A local intervention
at S consists of an intervention performed separately at each quantum node in S. If, at each node A ∈ S, the
intervention {τkAA } is performed, then the joint outcome kS is a tuple specifying the value of kA for each A ∈ S,
and corresponds to the product operator τkSS =
⊗
A:A∈S τ
kA
A . This work mostly considers local interventions. On
the occasions when an intervention on a set of nodes that is not a local intervention needs to be considered, it
will be referred to as a global intervention, and described explicitly.
Given a set V of quantum nodes, and a subset S ⊂ V , let T := V \S, and let σST be a process operator
defined over the quantum nodes V . The process operator defined over S nodes alone, which returns the correct
predictions for interventions at S, will in general depend on which, if any, interventions are performed at T nodes.
For τT a (local or global, trace-preserving) intervention at T , the resulting marginal process operator over nodes
in S is written
στTS := TrT (σST τT ).
If there are no interventions at T nodes, write simply7
σS := σ
τ idT
S = TrT (σST τ
id
T )
It is convenient to introduce the short-hand notation
TrT [XST ] := TrT [XST τ
id
T ],
where XST is an arbitrary operator on HSin ⊗HSout ⊗HT in ⊗HTout . Using this notation, if σST is a process
operator on sets of nodes S and T , then the marginal at S assuming no interventions at T is given by
σS = TrT (σST ).
3.4 Quantum causal models: definition
The framework of quantum causal models shares with classical causal models the graphical language of DAGs to
represent causal structure. The following first appeared in Ref. [17].
Definition 3.3. (Quantum causal model): A quantum causal model is given by:
(1) a causal structure represented by a DAG G with vertices corresponding to quantum nodes A1, . . . , An,
(2) for each Ai, a quantum channel ρAi|Pa(Ai) ∈ L(HAi⊗H
∗
Pa(Ai)
), such that [ρAi|Pa(Ai) , ρAj |Pa(Aj)] =
0 for all i, j.
The quantum causal model defines a process operator over A1, . . . , An, given by
σA1...An =
∏
i
ρAi|Pa(Ai).
Fig. 5 shows an example of a quantum causal model, with the same causal structure as the classical causal
model of Fig. 1.
A1
A2 A3
A4
A5 σA1A2A3A4A5 =
ρA5|A1A4 ρA4|A2A3
ρA2|A1 ρA3|A1
ρA1
Figure 5: A quantum causal model.
The following is then the analogue of Def. 2.2.
Definition 3.4. (Quantum Markov condition): Given a DAG G, with quantum nodes A1, ..., An, a process
operator σA1...An is Markov for G if and only if there exists for each i a quantum channel ρAi|Pa(Ai) ∈ L(HAi ⊗
H∗Pa(Ai)), such that [ρAi|Pa(Ai) , ρAj |Pa(Aj)] = 0 for all i, j, and
σA1...An =
n∏
i=1
ρAi|Pa(Ai). (3.5)
7This notation is in keeping with an attitude adopted in this work, which is that no-intervention is the default assumption,
relative to which interventions are only considered when explicitly specified.
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4 Quantum causal models and unitary dynamics
This section provides the quantum analogue of Theorem 2.4. Recall that in the classical case, causal structure
was analysed in terms of an underlying functional model. The (1) → (2) direction of Theorem 2.4 shows that
any probability distribution arising from such a model must be Markov for the DAG. The (2) → (1) direction
shows that if a probability distribution is Markov for a DAG G, then there is always the possibility of explaining
the observed statistics in terms of an underlying functional model that has a causal structure described by G.
The quantum analogue of Theorem 2.4 will analyse quantum causal structure in terms of an underlying unitary
model. The (1)→ (2) direction of the theorem will establish that any process operator arising from such a model
must be Markov for the DAG. The (2) → (1) direction will establish that if a process operator σ is Markov for
a DAG G, then there is always the possibility of ‘explaining’ σ in terms of an underlying unitary model, with a
causal structure described by G, from which the process operator can be recovered by marginalizing over auxiliary
systems.
Central to these ideas is an analysis of quantum causal relations in terms of the output of a unitary transfor-
mation having, or not having, a dependence on a given input. This is formalised in the next subsection.
4.1 Causal influence in unitary channels 1
Definition 4.1. (No-influence condition) Let U : HA ⊗ HB → HC ⊗ HD be a unitary transformation, and
let ρUCD|AB be the CJ representation of the corresponding channel. Write A 9 D (‘A does not influence D’)
if and only if there exists a quantum channel M : L(HB) → L(HD), with CJ representation ρ
M
D|B such that
TrC [ρ
U
CD|AB ] = ρ
M
D|B ⊗ 1A∗ .
This condition was studied, for example, in Ref. [46], where it is shown that it is equivalent to the following
statement: for any choice of ρB, if the product state ρA ⊗ ρB is the input to the unitary channel, then ρD =
TrC(UρA ⊗ ρBU
†), the marginal state for system D at the output, is independent of the choice of ρA. In other
words: for any choice of ρB, it is not possible to send signals from A to D by varying the input state at A. Similar
properties of channels were studied in [47,48].
Definition 4.2. (Direct cause): Given a unitary channel ρUCD|AB, say that A is a direct cause of D if and only
if A can influence D, i.e. ¬(A9 D) holds.
This notion of direct cause in a unitary channel matches the classical notion of direct cause in terms of
the output of a function having a dependence on a particular input. In particular, recalling the discussion of
Section 2.4, observe that the possibility of signalling via a channel ρD|A is sufficient but not necessary for A to be
a direct cause of D in an underlying unitary channel ρUCD|AB. It is not hard to find examples where for a specific,
fine-tuned, input state ρB, the marginal at D of the output is independent of the input at A, hence there is no
signalling from A to D via ρD|A = TrCTrB [ρ
U
CD|AB ρB], but where it remains the case that A is a direct cause of
D8. In such examples, signalling from A to D will be possible for other values of the input state at B.
4.2 Prior work on the complete common cause scenario
A node A is not only a common cause of k other nodes B1, . . . , Bk, but the complete common cause, if for any
subset of two or more of the Bi, there are no further direct common causes. Consider a quantum causal model
with the causal structure shown in Fig. 6, wherein A is the complete common cause for B1, . . . , Bk. The process
operator is of the form σAB1...Bk = ρB1...Bk|A ρA, where identity operators on HBouti
are suppressed, and where
ρB1...Bk|A =
∏
i ρBi|A, with [ρBi|A, ρBj|A] = 0 for all i, j. Let us ignore the input state ρA for now, and focus on
the channel ρB1...Bk|A. What justifies the assumption that it take the form of a product of commuting marginal
channels?
A
B1 B2 · · · Bk
Figure 6: The DAG G for a quantum causal model in which A is the complete common cause of B1, . . . , Bk.
This situation is studied in detail in Ref. [17]. The idea is that the direct causal relations specified by
the DAG G are to be understood in terms of an underlying unitary transformation U , with inputs including
system A along with (possibly unobserved) systems λ1, . . . , λk, and outputs including B1, . . . , Bk, along with a
(possibly unobserved) system F . The system F is introduced because (unlike classical functions in general) unitary
transformations are reversible. Seeing as the DAG G shows A as the complete common cause of B1, . . . , Bk, the
unitary transformation U is assumed to have the property that A is the only input that is a direct cause of more
than one of the Bi (in the sense defined in Section 4.1): hence assume that λi does not influence Bj when j 6= i.
Let us say that any channel ρB1...Bk|A that can be obtained from such a unitary transformation, by marginalizing
over the λi and F , is compatible with A being the complete common cause of B1, . . . , Bk. More formally:
8Consider, e.g., a CNOT gate, with the control system A, and ρB = 1/2.
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Definition 4.3. (Compatibility with complete common cause): A channel ρB1...Bk|A is compatible with A
being the complete common cause of B1, . . . , Bk if and only if there exist k auxiliary nodes λi, states ρλi ,
and a unitary channel ρUB1....BkF |Aλ1...λk such that U satisfies the no-influence conditions {λi 9 Bj}j 6=i, and
ρB1...Bk|A = Trλ1...λnTrF
[
ρUB1....BkF |Aλ1...λk ρλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρλn
]
.
Ref. [17] establishes the following.
Theorem 4.4. (Equivalent statements for complete common cause scenario [17]): Given a channel ρB1...Bk|A,
the following statements are equivalent:
1. ρB1...Bk|A is compatible with A being the complete common cause of B1, . . . , Bk.
2. The channel ρB1...Bk|A factorizes as ρB1...Bk|A =
∏k
i=1 ρBi|A, where the ρBi|A denote the corresponding
marginal channels, and [ρBi|A, ρBj |A] = 0 ∀i, j.
As stated, Def. 4.3 and Theorem 4.4 refer to a channel rather than to a process operator. The definition of
a quantum causal model (Def. 3.3 above, following Ref. [17]) was originally proposed as a natural generalization
of the condition that the channel factorizes into a product of commuting terms when A is the complete common
cause of B1, . . . Bk. However, this was done without any further justification of the condition in Def. 3.3 that the
process operator takes the form of a product of commuting channels. Providing a full justification is the main
aim of the remainder of this section.
4.3 Causal influence in unitary channels 2
The results of the previous two subsections yield the following theorem, which will be useful in proving many of
the results that follow, and is interesting in its own right.
Theorem 4.5. (Factorization of a unitary channel from no-influence conditions): Let ρUB1...Bk|A1....An be the CJ
representation of a unitary channel with n input and k output systems. Let Si ⊆ {A1, ..., An}, i = 1, ..., k, be k
subsets of input systems such that there is no influence from the complementary sets to Bi, i.e., Aj 9 Bi for all
Aj /∈ Si. Then the operator factorizes in the following way
ρUB1...Bk|A1....An =
k∏
i=1
ρBi|Si , (4.1)
where the marginal channels commute pairwise, [ρBi|Si , ρBj|Sj ] = 0 for all i, j.
Proof. See Appendix A.2. 
The strongest constraint for any unitary channel is given by choosing minimal sets Si, such that every system
in Si is a direct cause of Bi.
Remark 4.6. Let U be a unitary transformation, with inputs A1, . . . , An, and outputs B1, . . . , Bk, and suppose
that Ai does not influence Bj and Ai does not influence Bj′ . A consequence of Theorem 4.5 is that if Bj and
Bj′ are grouped together to form a single system B
′ = BjBj′ , then it is also the case that Ai does not influence
B′. In particular, it is not possible to signal from Ai to the outputs Bj , Bj′ , even if an agent stationed at the
outputs performs joint measurements on BjBj′ . It follows that the causal structure of a unitary transformation
is completely specified by giving, for each output Bj, the subset of the inputs that are direct causes of Bj.
Note that a similar remark holds trivially for classical functions with n inputs and k outputs. However, a
similar remark does not hold for the more general cases of non-unitary quantum channels, or non-deterministic
classical channels.
4.4 Causal influence in augmented unitary quantum process operators
Subsection 4.1 defined notions of no-influence and direct cause that apply to the inputs and outputs of a unitary
channel. This subsection defines a augmented unitary quantum process operator, a special case of a process
operator, and extends the notions of no-influence and direct cause to the quantum nodes on which an augmented
unitary quantum process operator is defined. In principle, these notions can be applied to an augmented unitary
quantum process operator with indefinite causal structure [20]. This work, however, is concerned with definite
causal structure, hence of principal interest will be the case in which an augmented unitary quantum process
operator arises from a unitary quantum circuit.
Definition 4.7. (Augmented unitary quantum process operator): A quantum process operator σV is an aug-
mented unitary quantum process operator ( augmented unitary process operator for short) if there exist disjoint
subsets of nodes P, F ⊆ V , and R := V \ (P ∪ F ), such that σV = ρ
U
RF |RP ρP for some unitary transformation
U :
⊗
N∈R∪P HN →
⊗
N∈R∪F HN , and some state ρP ∈ L(
⊗
N∈P HN).
The form of an augmented unitary process operator is illustrated in Fig. 7.
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PP1 · · · Fk
P1 · · · Fk
= U
ρ
P1 · · · Pl R1 · · · Rm F1 · · · Fk
P1 · · · Pm R1 · · · Rm F1 · · · Fk
Figure 7
Definition 4.8. (No-influence and direct cause in an augmented unitary quantum process operator): Con-
sider an augmented unitary quantum process operator σRPF , where R = {R1, . . . , Rm}, P = {P1, . . . , Pl},
F = {F1, . . . , Fk}, and
σRPF = ρ
U
R1...RmF1...Fk|R1...RmP1...Pl
ρP1...Pl .
Write N 9 N ′ (‘N does not influence N ′’) if and only if any of the following conditions hold:
• N ∈ R ∪ P , N ′ ∈ R ∪ F , and N does not influence N ′ in the unitary channel ρUR1...RmF1...Fk|R1...RmP1...Pl .
• N ∈ F .
• N ′ ∈ P .
Node N is a direct cause of node N ′, written N → N ′ if and only if ¬(N 9 N ′).
Given an augmented unitary process operator, the causal structure of the process can be expressed in the form
of a directed graph.
Definition 4.9. (Causal structure of an augmented unitary quantum process operator): Consider an augmented
unitary quantum process operator σRPF . The causal structure of σRPF is a directed graph G, with nodes R∪P ∪F ,
constructed such that for any nodes N , N ′, there is an arrow in G from N to N ′ if and only if N is a direct cause
of N ′ in σRPF .
In general, the causal structure of an augmented unitary process operator may be a cyclic graph – for example
this will be the case if the augmented unitary process operator represents a quantum indefinite causal structure
[49]. A special case, however, of an augmented unitary process operator is that arising from a unitary circuit, with
initial preparations, and final output states, in which some wires are broken. It is this case that is of particular
interest in this work. Without much loss of generality, any such broken unitary circuit can be written in the form
of the circuit shown in Fig. 8.
λ
U1
A1 A
′
1
U2
A2
...
An−1
A′2
...
A′n−1
Un
An A
′
n
Un+1
F
Figure 8: A broken unitary circuit
The interpretation is that a broken wire corresponds to a quantum node, with the lower part of the wire
carrying the incoming Hilbert space and the upper part of the wire the outgoing Hilbert space. A broken wire
thus represents a locus where an agent may choose to intervene. The circuit defines outcome probabilities for any
quantum interventions performed at the broken wires, hence defines a process operator on the quantum nodes
corresponding to the broken wires.
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For the circuit of Fig. 8, the process operator is defined over quantum nodes A1, . . . , An, λ, F , and is of the
form
σA1...AnλF = ρA1...AnF |A1...Anλ ρλ,
where
ρA1...AnF |A1...Anλ = TrA′1...A′n
[
ρ
Un+1
F |AnA′n
(
n∏
i=2
ρUi
AiA
′
i
|Ai−1A
′
i−1
)
ρU1
A1A
′
1|λ
]
.
It is easy to verify that the operator ρA1...AnF |A1...Anλ is the CJ representation of a unitary transformation,
hence, the quantum process operator σA1...AnλF is an augmented unitary quantum process operator as defined in
Def. 4.7. The following absences of direct cause relations (see Def. 4.8), are immediate from the structure of the
circuit:
Aj 9 Ai if j > i, N 9 λ for any N F 9 N for any N. (4.2)
Conditions 4.2 ensure that the causal structure G of σA1...AnλF is a DAG, in which λ is a root node and F is a
leaf node.
Remark 4.10. Any particular broken unitary circuit C has, of course, a structure defined by the particular
arrangement of gates, albeit this is no longer visible when the circuit is cast in the form of the circuit of Fig. 8.
The causal structure G of the associated process operator σA1...AnλF respects the structure of the gate arrangement:
in particular, a quantum node Ai cannot be a (direct or indirect) cause of quantum node Aj if there is no path
from Ai to Aj along the wires of the circuit. Importantly, though, the causal structure G is not simply defined
by the presence or absence of pathways in the circuit C. The reason for this is that the unitary transformations
that appear as gates can have, individually and in concert, non-trivial no-influence relations between inputs and
outputs that are not captured by information about the gate arrangement alone.
4.5 Compatibility of quantum process operators with causal structure
The following definition generalizes Def. 2.3 to the quantum case.
Definition 4.11. (Quantum compatibility with a DAG): Given a DAG G with nodes A1, ..., An, a quantum
process operator σA1...An is compatible with G if and only if there exists an augmented unitary quantum process
operator σA1...Anλ1...λnF = ρ
U
A1...AnF |A1...Anλ1...λn
ρλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρλn , such that
1. The quantum process operator σA1...An is recovered as the marginal process on nodes A1, . . . , An:
σA1...An = Trλ1...λnF
[
ρUA1...AnF |A1...Anλ1...λn ρλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρλn
]
, (4.3)
2. The augmented unitary quantum process operator satisfies the following no-influence conditions (with Pa(Ai)
referring to G):
{Aj 9 Ai}Aj /∈Pa(Ai) , {λj 9 Ai}j 6=i . (4.4)
Remark 4.12. As already observed (Remark 3.2), a process operator σA1...An defines a CPTP map L(HA1 ⊗
· · ·⊗HAn)→ L(HA1 ⊗ · · ·⊗HAn). Any CPTP map admits a dilation to a unitary channel, hence there is always
an operator of the form ρUA1...AnF |A1...Anλ ρλ such that
σA1...An = Trλ1...λnF
[
ρUA1...AnF |A1...Anλ ρλ
]
.
Given a generic σA1...An , however, such an operator ρ
U
A1...AnF |A1...Anλ
ρλ is not guaranteed to be a valid process
operator, since there may exist local interventions τλ, τA1 , . . . , τAn at the λ and A nodes such that
Tr[ρUA1...AnF |A1...Anλ ρλ τλ ⊗ τA1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ τAn ] 6= 1.
This was first noted in Ref. [49], where it is also shown that there are (causally indefinite) process operators that
do not admit any dilation to a valid augmented unitary process operator. In the terminology of Ref. [49], those
that do are purifiable, and it is also shown that all causally definite process operators are purifiable. Def. 4.11
requires that in order to be compatible with a DAG, the process operator σA1...An must be purifiable, and that
furthermore, there must exist a dilation of σA1...An to a valid augmented unitary process operator with appropriate
causal structure.
Remark 4.13. Quantum compatibility with a DAG G, as we have defined it, only requires the existence of an
augmented unitary process operator that satisfies the no-influence conditions dictated by G. That is, the absence
of causal relations must be respected, but there is no requirement that the nodes of the augmented unitary process
operator have a direct cause relation whenever there is an arrow in G. The observant reader may have already
noticed that the classical notion of compatibility given in Def. 2.3 is similar: in the functions that are asserted to
exist by Def. 2.3, there is no requirement that the value of a function actually have a non-trivial dependence on
each of its arguments. This is in keeping with a spirit in which the absence of causal relations leads to observable
consequences, such as conditional independences in a joint probability distribution, or the various notions of relative
independence introduced in Section 10, whereas the presence of a causal relation is, for example, a necessary but
not sufficient condition for signalling.
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4.6 From compatible quantum process operators to unitary circuits
A classical probability distribution P (X1, . . . , Xn) is compatible with a DAG G, according to Def. 2.3, if there
exists an underlying functional model, wherein each variable is determined by a function of its parents, along
with unobserved local disturbances. The physical significance of this is clear: the functional model is a candidate
description for how the variables are evolving in reality, with the DAG representing the causal relations amongst
a set of variables that evolve in such a manner. In the quantum case, Def. 4.11 stipulates that if a quantum
process operator σA1...An is compatible with a DAG G, then there is an extension of σA1...An to an augmented
unitary quantum process operator with appropriate no-influence relations. However, the physical significance
of the mathematical existence of this extension of σA1...An may seem less clear than the physical significance of
compatibility in the classical case. The following theorem resolves this issue. It is shown that if a quantum process
operator is compatible with a DAG G, then the augmented unitary process operator ρUA1...AnF |A1...Anλ1...λn ρλ1⊗
· · · ⊗ ρλn that this implies can be realized as a unitary broken quantum circuit. Hence σA1...An can be obtained
as the marginal arising from an ordinary quantum unitary evolution of systems at multiple time steps, with the
DAG representing the causal relations among a set of systems that evolve in such a manner.
Theorem 4.14. (Circuit form for underlying unitary transformation): Consider a DAG G with nodes A1, . . . , An,
labelled such that the total order A1 < · · · < An is compatible with the partial order defined by G. Suppose that
a process operator σA1...An is compatible with G. Let σA1...Anλ1...λnF be the augmented unitary process operator,
whose existence is asserted by the definition of compatibility, such that
σA1...An = Trλ1...λnTrF [σA1...Anλ1...λnF ] ,
and such that the no-influence conditions 4.4 hold. Then there exists a broken unitary circuit C, of the form of
Fig. 9, such that C is a realization of σA1...Anλ1...λnF , i.e.,
σA1...Anλ1...λnF = TrA′1...A′n
[
ρ
Un+1
F |AnA′n
(
n∏
i=2
ρUi
AiA
′
i
|Ai−1A
′
i−1λi
)
ρU1
A1A
′
1|λ1
]
(ρλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρλn) .
Proof. See Appendix A.3. 
λ1
U1
A1
λ2
A′1
U2
A2
...
An−1 λn
... A
′
2
...
A′n−1
Un
An A′n
Un+1
F
Figure 9: A broken unitary circuit as implied to exist by compatibility of a quantum process operator with a
DAG.
4.7 Equivalence of compatibility and Markovianity for process operators
The analogue of Theorem 2.4 for quantum causal models is:
Theorem 4.15. (Equivalence of quantum compatibility and Markovianity): Given a DAG G with nodes A1, . . . , An,
and a process operator σA1...An , the following are equivalent:
1. σA1...An is compatible with G.
2. σA1...An is Markov for G.
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Proof: (1)→ (2). By Theorem 4.5, the no-influence conditions specified in Eq. 4.4 of the definition of compati-
bility imply
ρUA1...AnF |A1...Anλ1...λn = ρF |A1...Anλ1...λn
(∏
i
ρAi|Pa(Ai)λi
)
. (4.5)
Marginalizing over the λi and F gives
σA1...An = Trλ1...λnTrF
[
ρUA1...AnF |A1...Anλ1...λn ρλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρλn
]
= TrF [ρF |A1...Anλ1...λn ]
(∏
i
Trλi [ ρAi|Pa(Ai)λi ρλi ]
)
(4.6)
=
∏
i
ρAi|Pa(Ai) , (4.7)
where [ρAi|Pa(Ai), ρAj |Pa(Aj)] = 0 for all i, j, since [ρAi|Pa(Ai)λi , ρAj |Pa(Aj)λj ] = 0 for all i, j. Hence σA1...An is
Markov for G. 
Proof: (2)→ (1). See Appendix A.4. 
4.8 Remarks on quantum causal influence and fine tuning
The approach taken in this work, following that of Ref. [17], is that quantum causal relations are defined by
underlying unitary transformations, which in general may take the form of a broken circuit. As discussed in
Section 4.1, a consequence of this approach is that the possibility of signalling, e.g., from a particular input of a
unitary channel, to a particular output, is sufficient but not necessary for causal influence. There can be cases
where an input has a causal influence upon an output, but where the possibility of signalling is washed out by a
fine-tuned value of the input states on other inputs.
Theorems 4.14 and 4.15 show that, given a quantum causal model, there always exists a broken unitary
circuit, such that the broken wires correspond to the nodes of the DAG, and the process operator is recovered by
marginalizing over the other systems. Importantly, the causal structure – as represented in the quantum causal
model by a DAG – inheres in the unitary transformations themselves. This is consonant with an interpretation
according to which unitary transformations and the causal relations they define are facts in the world: that is,
are independent of the epistemic situation of any agent, akin to functional dependences and the causal relations
they define in the classical analysis.
The constraint that the process operator is Markov for the DAG then follows from the causal structure of the
broken circuit and in particular does not depend on a specific (fine-tuned) choice of the states ρλi of auxiliary
systems. Consider a quantum causal model with DAG G and a process operator σA1...An that is Markov for G,
hence compatible with G. In the broken unitary circuit that is asserted to exist by Theorems 4.14 and 4.15, suppose
that the input states ρλi are modified, to become ρ
′
λi
, while keeping the unitary transformations of the circuit
unchanged. Marginalizing over the ρ′λi , one may calculate a new process operator σ
′
A1...An
, in general different
from σA1...An . However, σ
′
A1...An
will be (by definition) compatible with G, hence (by Theorem 4.15) Markov
for G. This means that σ′A1...An will also satisfy all constraints that are forced by Markovianity for G – these
constraints, which arise from the causal structure itself, should be distinguished from any accidental properties
of σA1...An that arise in virtue of a specific, fine tuned, choice of distributions on the ρλi . The constraints that
follow from Markovianity are investigated in detail in Sections 7, 8, 9 and 10.
5 Classical split nodes, classical process maps, and classical split-
node causal models
This section introduces the notion of a classical split-node causal model9 , which is a closer analogue to a quantum
causal model than the standard classical causal models described in Section 2, and is essential to the discussions
of independence and the do-calculus in Sections 7, 8 and 10 below.
5.1 Classical split nodes and classical process maps
By analogy with a quantum node, which is a pair of Hilbert spaces, let a classical split node X consist of two
‘copies’ of a random variable, the input variable X in and the output variable Xout, where the output variable
ranges over the same set of values as the input variable. The interpretation is much the same as that of a
quantum node: the classical split node represents a locus at which an agent may intervene, with the possibility
that the intervention has a classical outcome of its own. An intervention at node X corresponds to a classical
instrument P (kX , X
out|X in), where a separate variable kX records the outcome of the intervention. A special
case (analogous to a quantum channel) is that of a classical channel, i.e., an intervention with no outcome of its
own corresponding to P (Xout|X in). A noise-free, non-disturbing measurement of the variable X corresponds to
9In Ref. [17] called ‘classical interventional model’.
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the intervention P (kX , X
out|X in) = δ(kX , X
in)δ(Xout, X in). No intervention corresponds to the classical channel
P (Xout|X in) = δ(Xout, X in), in analogy with the identity channel τ idA for a quantum node.
A framework to study the most general, logically consistent classical processes connecting classical split nodes
has been introduced by Baumeler, Feix and Wolf in [50] 10 and studied extensively in [50] and [28]. The following
defines these processes using our terminology11, and mirrors the introduction of quantum process operators in
Section 3.
Definition 5.1. (Classical process map): A classical process map κX1...Xn over classical split nodes X1, . . . , Xn
is a map
κX1...Xn : X
in
1 ×X
out
1 × · · · ×X
in
n ×X
out
n → [0, 1],
such that ∑
Xin1 ,X
out
1 ,...,X
in
n ,X
out
n
(
κX1...Xn
∏
i
P (Xouti |X
in
i )
)
= 1,
for any set of classical channels {P (Xouti |X
in
i )}.
Given a classical process map, and an intervention at each node, the joint probability of obtaining outcomes
k1, . . . , kn is given by the analogue of Eq. (3.4):
P (k1, ..., kn) =
∑
Xin1 ,X
out
1 ,...,X
in
n ,X
out
n
[
κX1...Xn
(∏
i
P (ki, X
out
i |X
in
i )
) ]
. (5.1)
The definition of a classical process map ensures that for any set of interventions, the joint outcome probabilities
satisfy 0 ≤ P (k1, ..., kn) ≤ 1, and
∑
k1...kn
P (k1, ..., kn) = 1.
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Remark 5.2. (cf Remark 3.2 for the quantum case.) Given a classical process map κX1...Xn , it follows from
Def. 5.1 that ∑
Xin1 ...X
in
n
(κX1...Xn)|Xout1 =x1,...,Xoutn =xn
= 1 ∀x1, . . . xn.
Hence a classical process map over classical split nodes X1, . . . , Xn defines formally a classical channel P (X
in
1 . . .
X inn |X
out
1 . . . X
out
n ). However, it is not the case that any classical channel P (X
in
1 . . . X
in
n |X
out
1 . . . X
out
n ) corresponds
to a valid classical process map [28].
5.2 Classical definitions and notation
The classical definitions and notation introduced in this section closely match those of Section 3. If S is a set
of classical split nodes, let Sin denote the collection of random variables consisting of X in for each X ∈ S, and
similarly Sout. In a slight abuse of notation, if X is a classical split node, let∑
X
(· · ·) :=
∑
XinXout
(· · ·),
and similarly
∑
S(· · ·) =
∑
SinSout(· · ·) for S a set of classical split nodes.
Given an outcome kX of an intervention at a classical split node X, the corresponding P (kX , X
out|X in)
(seen as a map Xout ×X in → [0, 1]) is written τkXX . This notation does not distinguish classical from quantum
interventions, but the meaning will always be obvious in context. If the intervention is a classical channel (i.e.,
has no outcomes of its own), then it is written τX . Similarly, if S is a set of classical split nodes, write τ
kS
S for
the maps corresponding to outcomes of an intervention at S, and τS for an intervention at S with no outcome.
A local intervention at S is defined in a manner similar to the quantum case. When it appears in a classical
split-node context, let τ idS = δ(S
out, Sin).
The notation for marginals is also defined in a similar manner to the quantum case. Consider a classical
process map κST , defined over sets of classical split nodes S and T . For τT a (local or global) intervention at T ,
the resulting marginal classical process map over S is written
κτTS :=
∑
T
(κST τT ).
If there are no interventions at T nodes, write simply
κS := κ
τ idT
S =
∑
T
(κST τ
id
T ).
10Therein classical split nodes are called ‘local laboratories’.
11What we call a classical process map is called an ‘environment’ in [28].
12The study of classical process maps in the literature has focused largely on the causally indefinite case, that on classical
process maps that are not compatible with any particular causal ordering of the nodes, nor even with a probabilistic mixture
of different causal orderings. The first such classical process map was presented in [50]. The present work is concerned
only with causally definite quantum process operators and classical process maps, for which the causal structure can be
described with a DAG.
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5.3 Classical split-node causal models
Definition 5.3. (Classical split-node causal model): A classical split-node causal model is given by
(1) a causal structure represented by a DAG G with vertices corresponding to classical split nodes
X1, . . . , Xn
(2) for each Xi, a classical channel P (X
in
i |Pa(Xi)
out).
The classical split-node causal model defines a classical process map κX1...Xn , given by
κX1...Xn :=
∏
i
P (X ini |Pa(Xi)
out).
Definition 5.4. (Classical split-node Markov condition): Given a DAG G, with classical split nodes X1, . . . , Xn,
a classical process map κX1...Xn is Markov for G if and only if there exists for each i a classical channel
P (X ini |Pa(Xi)
out), such that
κX1...Xn =
∏
i
P (X ini |Pa(Xi)
out). (5.2)
It is a straightforward matter to define a notion of compatibility with a DAG for classical process maps,
in analogy with Defs. 2.3 and 4.11, and to derive a theorem to the effect that compatibility is equivalent to
Markovianity. These aspects will not be essential in the following, hence we omit the details.
5.4 Overview of classical and quantum processes and causal models
The following relationships between the different types of processes and causal models will be useful. They are
labelled for ease of reference.
Iσ→κ Given a quantum process operator σA1...An , suppose that there exists an orthonormal basis at
each node (that is, an orthonormal basis for H
Ain
i
, along with the dual basis for HAout
i
), such
that σA1...An is diagonal with respect to the product of these bases. Then the quantum process
operator defines a classical process map, with in and out variables X ini , X
out
i at the ith node la-
belling the basis elements of H
Ain
i
and HAout
i
, and the diagonal entries of σA1...An interpreted as
P (X in1 , . . . , X
in
n |X
out
1 , . . . , X
out
n ). If the quantum process operator is Markov for a particular DAG
over A1, . . . , An, then the induced classical process map is Markov for the equivalent DAG over
X1, . . . , Xn.
Iκ→σ A classical process map straightforwardly induces a quantum process operator by interpreting the
variables X ini and X
out
i as labelling the elements of an orthonormal basis of HAin
i
, and the dual
basis of HAout
i
, respectively, and by encoding the conditional probabilities P (X in1 , . . . , X
in
n |X
out
1 ,
. . . , Xoutn ) as the diagonal elements of a matrix, which is then interpreted as a quantum process
operator σA1...An . If the classical process map is Markov for a particular DAG over X1, . . . , Xn,
then the induced quantum process operator is Markov for the equivalent DAG over A1, . . . , An.
Iκ→P A classical process map κX1...Xn straightforwardly induces a classical probability distribution P (X1,
. . . , Xn) by identifying input with output variables, and marginalizing over input variables, to obtain
P (Xout1 , . . . , X
out
n ) =
∑
Xin1 ...X
in
n
(
κX1...Xn
∏
i
δ(X ini , X
out
i )
)
,
and then identifying each variableXouti with a single variableXi such that P (X1, . . . , Xn) = P (X
out
1 ,
. . . , Xoutn ). If the classical process map is Markov for a particular DAG over classical split nodes
X1, . . . , Xn, then the probability distribution P (X1, . . . , Xn) is Markov for the equivalent DAG over
random variables X1, . . . , Xn.
ICCM→CSM Given a classical causal model, with DAGG and channels P (Xi|Pa(Xi)), a classical split-node causal
model is straightforwardly induced by replacing each variable Xi with the pair X
in
i , X
out
i , and by
replacing the channels P (Xi|Pa(Xi)) with P (X
in
i |Pa(Xi)
out).
Observe that the first three of these inductions can be applied to the objects σA1...An and κX1...Xn without
specification of any particular DAG (or even the assumption that there exists a DAG for which they are Markov).
The induction ICCM→CSM , on the other hand, takes one type of causal model to another type of causal model,
with specification of the DAG required. The reason for this is that, even in the absence of a DAG, classical and
quantum processes encode causal information in a way that a joint probability distribution does not.
When these inductions are applied to processes that do result from causal models, they yield relationships
between the different types of causal models, as summarized in Fig. 10. Note in particular that classical causal
models and classical split-node causal models are in 1-to-1-correspondence.
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QCM
• DAG G
• ith node: H
Ain
i
, HAout
i
•
{
ρAi|Pa(Ai)
}
induces in
‘all dia-
gonal’ case
Iσ→κ
induces
Iκ→σ
CSM
• DAG G
• ith node: X ini , X
out
i
•
{
P (X ini |Pa(Xi)
out)
}
induces
for special
intervention
Iκ→P
induces
ICCM→CSM
CCM
• DAG G
• ith node: Xi
• {P (Xi|Pa(Xi))}
Figure 10: Summary of relationships between the notions of quantum causal model (QCM), classical split-node
causal model (CSM) and classical causal model (CCM).
6 Quantum and classical split-node do-interventions
The do-interventions of Section 2.3 have a natural formulation in quantum and classical split-node causal models,
wherein a do-intervention at a node (or set of nodes) fixes an output state, independently of the input state. This
corresponds to overriding the mechanisms that would normally fix the output to be identical with the input, with
the input state determined via the outputs of parental nodes.
Definition 6.1. (do-conditional process operator): Consider a set of quantum nodes V , with S ⊂ V and T = V \S,
and let σST be a process operator over the nodes in V . The do-conditional process operator for a do-intervention
on S is given by
σTdo(S) := TrSin(σ). (6.1)
A do-conditional process operator σTdo(S) is an operator on T
in⊗T out⊗Sout, such that if a fixed state ρS ∈ L(HS)
is prepared and released to the outputs of S, the process operator on the remaining nodes T is given by
σTdo(S=ρS) = TrS
(
σTdo(S)ρS
)
.
If σST is Markov for G, then σTdo(S) =
∏
Ai 6∈S
ρAi|Pa(Ai), in analogy with the classical truncated factorization
formula Eq. (2.4). 13
In the case of a classical process map, similarly defined over nodes V , with S ⊂ V and T = V \ S, the
do-conditional process map κTdo(S) is given by
κTdo(S) =
∑
Sin
(κST ),
which is consistent with Eq. 6.1 if κST is interpreted as a diagonal process operator. This definition also reproduces
Eq. 2.4 for P (T |do(S)) if the T nodes are reduced to the single variables of a classical causal model via Iκ→P .
Remark 6.2. In classical probability theory, a Bayesian conditional P (T |S), at least where it is well defined,
can be evaluated simply by applying Bayes’ Rule to the joint probability distribution P (ST ). By contrast it is not
possible to evaluate a do-conditional P (T |do(S)) given only a joint probability distribution P (ST ): Eq. (2.4) for
the do-conditional depends on the causal structure of the variables, as expressed by a DAG. Conceptually, this
is because a do-conditional refers to an alternative situation in which an agent intervenes. The consequences
of this intervention depend on the causal structure of the variables and, without further assumptions, cannot be
estimated purely from statistics gathered in the situation of no interventions. A classical process map κST , or a
quantum process operator σST , is different in that the do-conditional κTdo(S), or σTdo(S), can be evaluated without
reference to any additional structure such as a DAG. This is because the object κST , or σST , on its own contains
sufficient causal information to make predictions for the consequences of any interventions upon the systems, and
this includes do-interventions as a special case.
7 Notions of independence
An important aspect of classical causal modelling is that – via the Markov condition – the structure of a causal
DAG imposes constraints on a probability distribution in the form of conditional independences that must hold.
For example, given a DAG G, with two nodes X and Y , if neither X nor Y is a descendant of the other, and
they have no common ancestors, then it follows from the Markov condition that the variables must be statistically
independent, i.e., P (X,Y ) = P (X)P (Y ). This section presents notions of ‘unconditional’ and ‘conditional’
independence for classical process maps and process operators, and relates them to the usual notion of statistical
independence in a probability distribution. Sections 8, 9 and 10 will develop a series of theorems relating the
structure of a causal DAG to independences in classical process maps and quantum process operators.
13An important part of the notion of mechanisms for classical causal models is their stability and autonomy. While
the tensor product structure in quantum theory ensures that local interventions by definition do not affect the channels
associated with other nodes, that one can actually in practice implement a quantum instrument without interacting with
any other node constitutes an equally substantial assumption as in the classical case.
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YZ
Zin = Y out, P (Y in = 0) = 1. (7.1)
Figure 11: Example of a scenario in which weak independence holds but strong independence fails.
7.1 2-place independence relations
7.1.1 Classical probability distributions
Given a probability distribution P (Y,Z) over two (sets of) variables Y and Z, the (sets of) variables Y and Z are
(statistically) independent if P (Y,Z) = P (Y )P (Z). In this case, write (Y ⊥ Z)P .
7.1.2 Quantum states
Given a quantum state ρAB of two (sets of) systems A and B, the (sets of) systems A and B are independent
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if ρAB = ρA ⊗ ρB. In this case, write (A ⊥ B)ρAB .
7.1.3 Classical process maps
When the object under study is a classical process map, rather than a joint probability distribution, there are at
least two interesting notions of independence, one of which is logically stronger than the other.
Definition 7.1. (Classical strong independence): Given a classical process map κY Z , the sets Y and Z are
strongly independent, written (Y ⊥ Z)κY Z , if and only if κY Z = κY κZ .
The following proposition provides an operational statement, that is a statement in terms of the outcomes of
interventions, that is equivalent to strong independence.
Proposition 7.2. Given a classical process map κY Z , the condition (Y ⊥ Z)κY Z holds if and only if for all local
interventions at Y and Z, with outcomes kY and kZ , respectively, the probability distribution P (kY , kZ) satisfies
(kY ⊥ kZ)P .
The proof is omitted, as it is essentially the same as the proof of Proposition 7.5 below, restricted to diagonal
matrices.
The weaker notion of independence is given by:
Definition 7.3. (Classical weak independence): Given a classical process map κY Z , let P (Y,Z) be the probability
distribution over the sets of single variables Y and Z, obtained via Iκ→P . The sets of classical split nodes Y and
Z are weakly independent if and only if P (Y,Z) = P (Y )P (Z).
As may be seen from Proposition 7.2, strong independence can be seen as a statement about the outcomes
of all possible interventions that agents may perform. Weak independence, on the other hand, may be seen as a
statement about the statistics of the variables themselves, in the event that there are no interventions. In order to
see that (Y ⊥ Z)κY Z is logically stronger than weak independence, consider the simple example of Fig. 11, with
binary variables Y and Z. Strong independence fails – in particular, an agent stationed at Y can send signals to
an agent stationed at Z – but the distribution P (Y,Z) defined by the induced classical causal model is the point
distribution P (Y = y, Z = z) = 1 iff y = z = 0, hence P (Y,Z) = P (Y )P (Z).
7.1.4 Quantum process operators
The quantum analogue of strong independence is obvious.
Definition 7.4. (Quantum strong independence): Given a process operator σY Z , the sets Y and Z are strongly
independent, written (Y ⊥ Z)σY Z , if and only if σY Z = σY σZ .
Just as with classical split nodes, the notion of quantum strong independence has an operational interpretation.
Proposition 7.5. Given a process operator σY Z , the condition (Y ⊥ Z)σY Z holds if and only if for all local
interventions at Y and Z, with outcomes kY and kZ respectively, the probability distribution P (kY , kZ) satisfies
(kY ⊥ kZ)P .
Proof. See Appendix B.2. 
Under Iσ→κ quantum strong independence obviously implies classical strong independence. Whether there is
a quantum analogue of weak independence is a question that we take to be of considerable interest, but do not
address in this work. For further discussion, and a proposal for the quantum analogue, see Ref. [51].
14In more common terminology, uncorrelated.
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7.2 3-place independence relations
7.2.1 Classical probability distributions
Given random variables Y,Z,W , and a joint distribution P (Y,Z,W ), a common definition states that Y is
independent from Z conditioned on W if
P (Y,Z|W ) = P (Y |W ) P (Z|W ). (7.2)
This way of stating it has a minor deficiency, which is that P (Y,Z|W = w) is undefined for values w such that
P (W = w) = 0. Let us, therefore, say that Y and Z are independent conditioned on W , and write (Y ⊥ Z|W )P ,
if P (Y,Z|W = w) = P (Y |W = w) P (Z|W = w) for all values w such that P (W = w) > 0. The intuitive meaning
of this is that if an agent already knows W , then learning Z provides no further information about Y , and vice
versa.
Proposition 7.6. Given (sets of) variables Y,Z,W , and a probability distribution P (Y,Z,W ), the following are
equivalent:
1. (Y ⊥ Z|W )P
2. P (Y,Z,W ) P (W ) = P (Y,W ) P (Z,W )
3. There exist real functions α : Y ×W → R and β : Z ×W → R, such that P (Y,Z,W ) = α(Y,W ) β(Z,W )
4. The conditional mutual information satisfies I(Y : Z|W ) = 0.
The proofs of these equivalences are straightforward, and omitted.
7.2.2 Quantum states
Given a quantum state ρABC of three (sets of) systems A,B,C, let us say that A and B are independent relative
to C, and write (A ⊥ B|C)ρABC , if the quantum conditional mutual information between A and B given C
vanishes: I(A : B|C) = 0.15
As with classical conditional independence, various equivalent formulations can be given. In order to state
one of these, define first the following product of operators [9,52,53]:
⋆ : L(H)× L(H)→ L(H)
(A,B) 7→ A ⋆ B := lim
n→∞
(
A1/n B1/n
)n
(7.3)
This product has some useful properties. It is associative and commutative, and reduces to the ordinary product
AB if [A,B] = 0. For the special case of strictly positive definite operators,
A ⋆ B = exp(log(A) + log(B)) . (7.4)
In the case of positive semi-definite operators A and B, the above equation can be extended in the sense that
log(A⋆B) = log(A)+log(B) holds, where the logarithms are restricted to the respective supports of the operators
[53]. We extend our convention of suppressing identities in products, writing σXY ⋆ σY Z as short-hand for
(σXY ⊗ 1Z) ⋆ (1X ⊗ σY Z).
Proposition 7.7. Given (sets of) systems A,B,C, and a quantum state ρABC, the following are equivalent:
(1) (A ⊥ B|C)ρABC
(2) ρABC ⋆ ρC = ρAC ⋆ ρBC
(3) There exist Hermitian operators αAC and βBC , such that ρABC = αAC βBC .
(4) The Hilbert space HC decomposes as HC =
⊕
mHC1m ⊗HC2m , such that ρABC =
∑
m qm
(
ρAC1m ⊗ ρBC2m
)
,
where 0 ≤ qm ≤ 1,
∑
m qm = 1, and for each m, ρAC1m and ρBC2m are density operators on the Hilbert
spaces indicated by the subscripts.
If (3) holds, then [αAC , βBC ] = 0.
Proof. For ‘(1) ⇔ (2)’, see Refs. [9, 54]. For ‘(1) ⇔ (4)’, see Ref. [55]. It is immediate that ‘(4) ⇒ (3)’ and
straightforward to verify that ‘(3) ⇒ (2)’. If ρABC = αAC βBC , for Hermitian αAC and βBC , then taking the
Hermitian conjugate of both sides of the equation yields [αAC , βBC ] = 0. 
15Here, and in the definitions below for classical process maps and process operators, we write ‘relative to’ rather than
‘conditioned on’ so as to not invoke associations of conditioning ‘on the value of a variable’, which is a concept absent in
quantum theory, and is in any case potentially misleading when the object under study is a (classical or quantum) process.
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7.2.3 Classical process maps
As with the 2-place relation of independence, when the object under study is a classical process map, rather than
a classical probability distribution, there are at least two interesting notions that correspond to a 3-place relation
of relative independence. One is logically stronger than the other.
Definition 7.8. (Classical strong relative independence): Given a classical process map κY ZW , say that Y and
Z are strongly independent relative to W , written (Y ⊥ Z|W )κY ZW , if and only if there exist real functions
αYW : Y
in × Y out ×W in ×W out → R and βZW : Z
in × Zout ×W in ×W out → R, such that κY ZW = αYW βZW .
Observe the formal similarity with Part (3) of Prop. 7.6. Observe also that if κY ZW has the form κY ZW =
IY out × IZout × IWout × P (Y
in, Zin,W in) for a probability distribution P (Y in, Zin,W in), as it must, e.g., in the
case of 3 nodes none of which is a causal descendant of another, then (Y ⊥ Z|W )κY ZW reduces to the ordinary
notion of conditional independence in the probability distribution P (Y in, Zin,W in).
Def. 7.8 may be understood in terms of an equivalent operational formulation that concerns the outcomes of
interventions at the nodes. In order to state the operational formulation, define first the following subclass of
classical interventions:
Definition 7.9. (Maximally informative intervention): A maximally informative intervention at a node W , with
outcome kW , is a classical intervention such that W
in and W out can each be inferred from kW . A necessary and
sufficient condition is that:
P (kW ,W
out|W in) = δ(gin(kW ),W
in) δ(gout(kW ),W
out) P (kW ,W
out|W in) , (7.5)
where gin is a surjective function and gout an arbitrary function. For W a set of nodes, a maximally informative
local intervention at W is a product of maximally informative interventions at each node in W .
The idea is that an agent who performs a maximally informative intervention at a node W , and records
the outcome, knows the values of both W in and W out. Note that this is more general than the non-disturbing
measurement, which simply records the value ofW in, and fixesW out =W in. Maximally informative interventions
include disturbing interventions, such as that which records the value of W in, and fixes W out = w for a constant
value w.
Proposition 7.10. Given a classical process map κY ZW , the condition (Y ⊥ Z|W )κY ZW holds if and only if
for any choice of maximally informative local intervention at W with outcome kW , and any local interventions
at Y and Z, with outcomes kY and kZ respectively, the joint probability distribution P (kY , kZ , kW ) satisfies
(kY ⊥ kZ |kW )P .
Proof. See Appendix B.3. 
Intuitively speaking, and as expected for a classical notion of relative independence, once one knows everything
about W – the only ‘thing through which Y and Z interact’ – Y is independent from Z.
Remark 7.11. One may be tempted to formulate Prop. 7.10 in terms of perfect, non-disturbing measurements at
W only – that is interventions that record the value of W in and fix W out =W in – rather than quantifying over all
maximally informative interventions at W . In fact, the resulting statement is inequivalent, hence not equivalent
to classical strong relative independence. The reader is invited to construct an example that demonstrates the
inequivalence.
The following weaker notion of relative independence is relevant to the case in which no interventions are
performed at nodes.
Definition 7.12. (Classical weak relative independence): Given a classical process map κY ZW , let P (Y,Z,W ) be
the joint probability distribution over sets of single variables Y,Z,W obtained via Iκ→P . For the sets of classical
split nodes, Y and Z are weakly independent relative to W if and only if (Y ⊥ Z|W )P .
Strong implies weak relative independence, as can easily be seen by applying Iκ→P to a classical process map
κY ZW for which (Y ⊥ Z|W )κY ZW , and bearing in mind the equivalences of Prop. 7.6. That the converse does
not hold is inherited from the special case W = ∅.
7.2.4 Quantum process operators
The quantum definition for strong relative independence is the obvious analogue of Def. 7.8 and condition (3) of
Prop. 7.7.
Definition 7.13. (Quantum strong relative independence): Given a process operator σY ZW , say that Y is
strongly independent from Z relative to W , and write (Y ⊥ Z|W )σYZW , if and only if there exist Hermitian
operators αYW and βZW such that
σY ZW = αYW βZW . (7.6)
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Observe that quantum strong relative independence reduces to quantum strong independence (Y ⊥ Z)σY Z
whenW = ∅16, and reduces to classical strong relative independence in the case that σY ZW is diagonal with respect
to a product basis.17 Observe also that if σY ZW has the form σY ZW = 1Y out ⊗ 1Zout ⊗ 1Wout ⊗ ρY inZinW in for
a density operator ρY inZinW in , as it must, e.g., in the case of 3 nodes none of which is a causal descendant of
another, then (Y ⊥ Z|W )σY ZW reduces to the ordinary notion of quantum relative independence on the state
ρY inZinW in .
In the case of classical strong relative independence, we gave an equivalent operational statement in terms
of maximally informative interventions at the W nodes. There is no obvious quantum analogue of a maximally
informative intervention that would yield an operational statement equivalent to (Y ⊥ Z|W )σY ZW , although
an equivalent operational statement of a different kind can be formulated (see Remark 7.19). The following
proposition gives an operational statement that is implied by (but not equivalent to) (Y ⊥ Z|W )σYZW .
Proposition 7.14. Consider a process operator σY ZW . If (Y ⊥ Z|W )σYZW , then there exists a global interven-
tion at the W nodes, with outcome kW , such that for all local interventions at Y , Z, with joint outcomes kY , kZ
respectively, the joint probability distribution P (kY , kZ , kW ) satisfies (kY ⊥ kZ |kW )P .
Proof. See Appendix B.4. 
Remark 7.15. The required intervention at the W nodes, which gives (kY ⊥ kZ |kW )P for all interventions at
Y and Z can always be assumed to have the following form: let an agent be stationed at an additional locus E,
such that for each node N ∈ W , the quantum system at N in is sent to E, one of a maximally entangled pair of
systems is fed into Nout, and the other one is sent to E. The agent at E then performs an appropriately chosen
joint von Neumann measurement on those systems that are incoming at E.
Remark 7.16. That there is no obvious quantum analogue of a maximally informative intervention corresponds
to the fact that it is not possible in quantum theory to measure all observables at once: for example, measurement
of the z-spin of a spin-1/2 particle precludes measurement of x-spin. The content of Prop. 7.14, roughly speaking,
is that there always exists a suitable joint measurement on the W systems, which reveals the value of the ‘correct’
observable to render measurements at Y and Z independent. Other measurements at W would reveal the values
of other observables, at the expense of learning the value of the ‘correct’ observable, hence conditioned on their
outcome, measurements at Y and Z will not in general be rendered independent.
In order to see that the converse direction of Prop. 7.14 does not hold, it suffices to consider a process
operator on 3 quantum nodes, σY ZW = ρW |Y ZρY ρZ such that (Y ⊥ Z|W )σYZW fails. Given any trace-preserving
intervention at W , with a trivial, i.e., single-valued outcome kW – it holds that conditioned on kW , the outcomes
of any interventions at Y and Z are independent. For a more interesting case in which the converse direction of
Prop. 7.14 fails, consider σY ZW = ρ
copy
Y Z|WρW , where Y,Z,W are each 2-dimensional systems, and ρ
copy
Y Z|W is the
CJ representation of the following isometry (a coherent copy operation in the computational basis):
|0〉W → |0〉Y ⊗ |0〉Z
|1〉W → |1〉Y ⊗ |1〉Z .
The consequent of Prop. 7.14 holds, with the required intervention at W being a von Neumann measurement on
the computational basis. However, it is false that (Y ⊥ Z|W )σYZW , since ρ
copy
Y Z|W
6= ρcopy
Y |W
ρcopy
Z|W
[17].
Finally, see Ref. [51] for discussion of, and a proposal for, a quantum analogue of weak relative independence.
7.3 Mathematically equivalent expressions
Equivalent formulations of quantum strong relative independence can be given as follows.
Proposition 7.17. Let σY ZW be a process operator. The following are equivalent:
(1) (Y ⊥ Z|W )σY ZW
(2) σY ZW ⋆ σ
τY τZ
W = σ
τZ
YW ⋆ σ
τY
ZW ∀ local interventions τY , τZ .
(3) I(Y : Z|W ) = 0, evaluated on σˆY ZW .
Proof. The proposition is a special case of Prop. 10.8, which is proven in Appendix B.8. 
Remark 7.18. Very similar statements can be derived for classical process maps. Replacing σ with κ throughout,
the star products in (2) become ordinary multiplication, and the quantum conditional mutual information in (3)
becomes the classical conditional mutual information. These statements can be established via the quantum proofs
restricted to diagonal matrices.
16The only way that σY Z = αY βZ can be true is if αY and βZ coincide with the marginal operators σY and σZ .
17 That αYW and βZW can be chosen to be diagonal with respect to the same preferred basis that is assumed to exist in
virtue of Iσ→κ, is obvious when σY ZW is non-degenerate and slightly less obvious when σY ZW is degenerate. The claim
follows, e.g., from Statement 2 of Prop. 7.17, along with Remark 7.18.
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Remark 7.19. Part (3) of Prop. 7.17 does in fact provide a (slightly longwinded) operational statement that is
equivalent to (Y ⊥ Z|W )σYZW , rather than merely being implied by it, as with the statement of Prop. 7.14. Given
σY ZW , consider the operational procedure that sends the input of each node in Y ∪Z∪W to an additional locus E,
and sends one of a maximally entangled pair of systems into the output of each node in Y ∪Z ∪W , with the other
one sent to E. For a suitable choice of maximally entangled state, the quantum state of the incoming systems at
E is (isomorphic to) σˆY ZW . The statement that I(Y : Z|W ) = 0 on this state has known equivalent operational
statements, such as the existence of a Petz recovery map following the loss of the Z systems [55–57].
8 d-separation and independence
8.1 The d-separation theorem for classical causal models
Given a joint probability distribution over random variables, perhaps estimated from observational data, it is
always possible in principle (if computationally difficult) to determine the conditional independence relations that
the distribution satisfies. But what is the link with causal relations described by a DAG? This link is made
precise by one of the core theorems of the framework of classical causal models. The theorem involves a graphical
property of DAGs, known as d-separation, which is a statement about the connectedness of subsets of nodes.
Definition 8.1. (Blocked paths and d-separation [58]): Given a DAG G, a path between nodes y and z is blocked
by the set of nodes W if the path contains either
1. a chain a→ w → c or a fork a← w→ c with the middle node w ∈W
2. a collider a→ r ← c such that neither r nor any descendant of r lies in W .
For subsets of nodes Y , Z and W , say that Y and Z are d-separated by W , and write (Y ⊥ Z|W )G, if for every
y ∈ Y and z ∈ Z, every path between y and z is blocked by W .
Theorem 8.2. (d-separation theorem [59,60], see also Ref. [1]): Consider a DAG G, with nodes X1, . . . , Xn, and
disjoint subsets of nodes Y , Z, and W .
(a) (Soundness): if (Y ⊥ Z|W )G, then any distribution P (X1, . . . , Xn) that is Markov for G satisfies (Y ⊥
Z|W )P .
(b) (Completeness): if (Y ⊥ Z|W )G does not hold, then there exists a probability distribution P (X1, . . . , Xn)
such that P (X1, . . . , Xn) is Markov for G and (Y ⊥ Z|W )P does not hold.
8.1.1 Example
The concept of d-separation, along with Theorem 8.2, is illustrated by the DAG G of Fig. 12.
G
N1
N2 N3 N4
N5
Figure 12
Suppose that G represents the causal structure of a classical causal model, with joint distribution P (N1, N2,
N3, N4, N5) that is Markov for G. Then N2 and N4 are in general correlated, both in virtue of the common
cause N3, and in virtue of the causal pathway N2 → N5 → N4. However, {N2} is d-separated from {N4} by
{N3, N5}. This captures the idea that if N1 is ignored, then once the causal influences from the common cause
N3, and through the chain involving N5, have been ‘picked up’ by conditioning on N3 and N5, there are no further
mechanisms by which N2 and N4 can be correlated, hence by Theorem 8.2, ({N2} ⊥ {N4}|{N3, N5})P .
On the other hand, {N2} is not d-separated from {N4} by {N1, N3, N5}. The reason for this is, in terms
of Def. 8.1, is that (N2, N1, N4) is an unblocked path, featuring as it does a collider at the node N1, which is
contained in the set {N1, N3, N5}. The significance is that even when conditioning on N3, and N5, conditioning
also on N1 tends to induce correlations between N2 and N4. The completeness part of Theorem 8.2 ensures that
there exists a joint distribution P (N1, N2, N3, N4, N5), Markov for G, for which this is indeed the case. (In fact
it will be the case for almost all joint distributions P (N1, N2, N3, N4, N5), the exceptions having measure zero
within the set of joint distributions Markov for G.)
8.2 A d-separation theorem for quantum causal models
Consider a set of quantum nodes V , with Y,Z,W disjoint subsets of V , and R := V \ (Y ∪ Z ∪W ). Suppose
that a process operator σY ZWR over the nodes in V is given. The marginal process operator over Y ∪ Z ∪W in
general depends on any interventions that are performed at the R nodes, and is written στRY ZW . Hence whether a
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statement like Y and Z are strongly independent relative to W holds also depends, in general, on any interventions
that are performed at R nodes.18 The following theorem is as strong as it could be, in the sense that the soundness
part holds for arbitrary local interventions at R nodes, and the completeness part holds assuming no intervention
at R nodes.
Theorem 8.3. (Quantum d-separation theorem): Consider a DAG G, with a set V of quantum nodes, and
disjoint subsets of nodes Y , Z, and W , with R := V \ (Y ∪ Z ∪W ).
(a) (Soundness): If (Y ⊥ Z|W )G, then for any quantum process operator σY ZWR that is Markov for G, and
any local intervention τR at R, the marginal σ
τR
Y ZW satisfies (Y ⊥ Z|W )στR
Y ZW
.
(b) (Completeness): If (Y ⊥ Z|W )G does not hold, then there exists a process operator σY ZWR that is Markov
for G, such that with no interventions at R nodes, the marginal σY ZW does not satisfy (Y ⊥ Z|W )σY ZW .
Proof. Consider, quite generally, a set V , with a ternary relation S defined on the subsets of V . The semi-graphoid
axioms, for arbitrary disjoint subsets Y,Z,W,X ⊆ V , are as follows [60,61]:
symmetry S(Y,Z;W ) ⇔ S(Z, Y ;W ) (8.1)
decomposition S(Y,XZ;W ) ⇒ S(Y,Z;W ) (8.2)
weak union S(Y,XZ;W ) ⇒ S(Y,Z;XW ) (8.3)
contraction S(Y,Z;W ) ∧ S(Y,X;ZW ) ⇒ S(Y,ZX;W ). (8.4)
A relation S that satisfies these axioms is known as a semi-graphoid. Given a DAG G, with nodes V , if a
semi-graphoid S additionally satisfies the local Markov condition,
S({X}, Nd(X) \ Pa(X);Pa(X)) ∀X ∈ V,
then it follows that d-separation is sound for S [59,62], i.e.,
(Y ⊥ Z|W )G ⇒ S(Y,Z;W ).
Given a set of quantum nodes V , then, consider a process operator σV , and define a ternary relation T on the
subsets of V such that
T (Y,Z;W ) iff ∀ local interventions τR, (Y ⊥ Z|W )στR
Y ZW
. (8.5)
The soundness part of Theorem 8.3 follows from the following two lemmas.
Lemma 8.4. Given a process operator σY ZWR, the relation T defined by Eq. (8.5) satisfies the semi-graphoid
axioms.
Proof. See Appendix B.5 
Lemma 8.5. Consider a DAG G, with nodes V , and a process operator σV that is Markov for G. The relation
T defined by Eq. (8.5) satisfies the local Markov condition.
Proof. See Appendix B.5 
Finally, for the completeness part of Theorem 8.3, consider a DAG G with quantum nodes V , and suppose that
(Y✚⊥ Z|W )G for disjoint subsets of nodes Y , Z, and W . Let R = V \(Y ∪ Z ∪W ). Associate a classical random
variable with each node, ranging over a set of values whose cardinality is the same as the dimension of the quantum
node. By virtue of the completeness part of Theorem 8.2, there exists a joint probability distribution P (..) over
these random variables, Markov for G, for which (Y✚⊥ Z|W )P . This classical causal model induces a classical
split-node causal model with the same DAG via ICCM→CSM of Section 5.4, for which (Y✚⊥ Z|W )
κ
τid
R
Y ZW
. This in
turn induces a quantum causal model with the same DAG via Iκ→σ of Section5.4, for which (Y✚⊥ Z|W )
σ
τid
R
YZW
. 
Remark 8.6. Theorem 8.3 holds, mutatis mutandis, with process operators replaced by classical process maps.
The proof is the same as the proof of Theorem 8.3, with operators restricted to the diagonal case. Theorem 8.3 also
holds, mutatis mutandis, with process operators replaced by classical process maps, and strong relative independence
replaced by weak relative independence. In this case, the proof of the soundness part follows from the fact that
for classical process maps, strong relative independence implies weak relative independence. Completeness follows
from the completeness part of Theorem 8.2, along with the definition of weak relative independence.
18The same is of course true in classical split-node causal models. Note that the same is also true in classical causal
models when evaluating marginals of the distribution P (X1, ...,Xn) and statements like (Y ⊥ Z|W )P ; however, in the
framework of classical causal models, it is understood implicitly that there is no intervention upon a variable unless stated
explicitly, hence marginals of P (X1, ...,Xn) are computed in the ordinary way.
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Remark 8.7. In classical causal models, the Markov condition, as in Def. 2.2 ,is equivalent to the local Markov
condition for conditional independences – that is the statement that for each i, the variable Xi is independent
from its non-descendants Nd(Xi) given its parents Pa(Xi). The Markov condition is also equivalent to the global
Markov condition, which states that whenever subsets of nodes S and T are d-separated by subset U in the DAG,
the joint distribution P satisfies (S ⊥ T |U)P . (See Ref. [1] for these claims.) In a quantum causal model, the
local and global Markov conditions for strong relative independences can be formulated in the obvious way, but are
not equivalent to the Markov condition of Def. 3.4. To see this, consider that σABC = ρB|AρA|CρC is Markov
for the 3-node DAG consisting of the chain C → A → B, but not Markov for the 3-node DAG consisting of a
fork B ← A → C. However, the only relative independence relation the latter demands for the local Markov
condition to be satisfied is (B ⊥ C|A)σABC , which is indeed satisfied by σABC . A similar example establishes
non-equivalence for classical split-node causal models.
8.2.1 Example
Consider again the DAG of Fig. 12, and suppose that G is the causal structure for a quantum causal model,
with N1, . . . , N5 quantum nodes, and a process operator σN1....N5 that is Markov for G. The fact that {N2} is
d-separated from {N4} by {N3, N5} ensures that for any trace-preserving intervention τN1 at N1, the resulting
σ
τN1
N2...N5
satisfies ({N2} ⊥ {N4}|{N3, N5})
σ
τN1
N2...N5
. It follows from Prop. 7.14 that there is an intervention at
N3N5, such that, conditioned on its outcome, the outcomes of any interventions at N2 and N4 are independent.
The fact that {N2} is not d-separated from {N4} by {N1, N3, N5} corresponds to the fact that no matter what
intervention is performed at N3N5, conditioning on the outcome of an intervention at N1 will tend to correlate N2
and N4. Note, however, that the operational statement of Prop. 7.14 does not actually fail here. There is always
the possibility of a trace-preserving intervention at N1 – with trivial, or single-valued, outcome – along with a
suitable intervention at N3N5, such that conditioned on the outcomes of both, the nodes N2 and N4 become
strongly independent.
9 The do-calculus for classical causal models
There are many situations, ranging through all disciplines from the natural sciences and medicine to the social
sciences and policy making, where one would like to know the causal effect of X on Y , as Pearl calls the marginal
post-intervention distribution P (Y |do(X)) of two (disjoint subsets of) variables X and Y . However, obtaining
experimental data for the situation in which one controls X is often not feasible. This could be due to practical
limitations that simply prevent the control of a certain variable, or it could be that controlling the variable
is unethical. An example of the latter that is often given concerns the tobacco industry’s genotype theory to
explain the correlation between smoking and lung cancer through the confounding common cause of a carcinogenic
genotype which both increases the probability for suffering from lung cancer and leads to a craving for nicotine.
People cannot be forced to smoke for the sake of the study.
In Section 2 it was pointed out that one of the reasons why the framework of classical causal models is so
useful is because it allows predictions for post-intervention distributions. Given a classical causal model, the
causal effect P (Y |do(X)) can always be calculated using the truncated factorization formula Eq. 2.4. In many
practical situations, though, it may be that a causal structure in the form of a DAG is posited, but that not all
variables are observed. This leads to the problem of causal effect identifiability [1]: given a causal structure, and
a joint probability distribution over the observed variables only, which in general correspond to a proper subset
of the nodes of the DAG, when is it possible to calculate P (Y |do(X)) unambiguously?
This question is answered via the do-calculus [1], a set of inference rules that relate interventional and ob-
servational statements to one another in the case that certain graphical properties of the DAG hold. The rules
are stated in terms of mutilated versions of the causal DAG G, that is DAGs obtained by removing some of the
arrows from G. We use the same notation as Ref. [1]. Given a DAG G, let S be a subset of the nodes. Write GS
for the DAG identical with G except that all arrows incident upon elements of S have been removed, and write
GS for the DAG identical with G except that all outgoing arrows from elements of S have been removed.
Theorem 9.1. (Rules of the do-calculus for classical causal models [1]): Let a classical causal model be given by
a DAG G and a probability distribution P (...). Let X, Y, Z, and W be disjoint subsets of the variables.
Rule 1 (insertion/deletion of observations):
(Y ⊥ Z|X,W )G
X
⇒ P (Y |do(X), Z,W ) = P (Y |do(X),W )
Rule 2 (exchange of observations and interventions):
(Y ⊥ Z|X,W )G
XZ
⇒ P (Y |do(X), do(Z),W ) = P (Y |do(X), Z,W )
Rule 3 (insertion/deletion of interventions):
(Y ⊥ Z|X,W )G
X,Z(W )
⇒ P (Y |do(X), do(Z),W ) = P (Y |do(X),W )
where Z(W ) denotes the set of nodes in Z that are not ancestors of W in GX .
Remark 9.2. The consequent of each of the three rules is written in terms of conditional probabilities. As
remarked elsewhere when conditional probabilities are used, these are undefined if there are values of the variable
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being condition on that have zero probability. In each case, the claim should be understood as asserting that the
equality holds for all values of conditioned-on variables that have positive probability.
Note that the soundness part of Theorem 8.2 is a special case of Rule 1, corresponding to X = ∅. The
do-calculus is complete for the problem of causal effect identifiability in the following sense [1]: whenever a causal
effect is identifiable, then it can be computed in a finite sequence of steps, each employing one of the rules of the
do-calculus, such that P (Y |do(X)) is identified with a final expression written entirely in terms of (conditional)
probabilities over observed variables.
10 Constraints on processes from causal structure
This section presents three pairs of theorems, each of which can be regarded as a generalization of one of the three
rules of Theorem 9.1 (the do-calculus), first to classical split-node causal models, and then to quantum causal
models. Each of the pairs of theorems involves the same graphical antecedent as the corresponding rule of the
do-calculus. The theorems are generalizations of the rules of the do-calculus in the sense that they reduce to the
latter via the inductions Iσ→κ and Iκ→P of Section 5.4. Of course, when the object under study is a (classical
or quantum) process, rather than a probability distribution, the problem of causal effect identifiability does not
arise. Even if a causal model involves some nodes that are regarded as unobserved, if a (classical or quantum)
process is given over the observed nodes only, there is no ambiguity concerning the outcomes of interventions at
the observed nodes – probabilities for the outcomes of such interventions are by definition given by the (classical
or quantum) process. The theorems that we present in this section, therefore, do not play the role of a calculus
that is complete for a certain problem. The significance of the theorems lies, rather, in the fact that causal
structure expressed by a DAG can be related to properties that any (classical or quantum) process must have
if it is Markov for that DAG. Furthermore, as this section also shows, these properties are equivalent to (in the
classical case) or imply (in the quantum case) operational statements, in the form of independences that must hold
when considering the outcomes of interventions. The results of Section 4, along with the fact that quantum causal
models admit a theorem corresponding to each rule of the do-calculus, establish Def. 3.3 as the most appropriate
quantum generalization of classical causal models.
10.1 Generalizations of rule 1
The first pair of theorems are slight generalizations of the soundness part of Theorem 8.3, and its classical
counterpart, to include the case in which an additional subset of nodes is subject to a do-intervention. This
matches the sense in which Rule 1 of the classical do-calculus is a slight generalization of the soundness part of
Theorem 8.2.
10.1.1 Classical process maps
Definition 10.1. (Classical strong relative independence with a do-intervention): Given a classical process map
κY ZWX , say that Y and Z are strongly independent relative to (W , do(X)), and write (Y ⊥ Z|Wdo(X))κY ZWX ,
if and only if there exist real functions αYWXout : Y
in × Y out ×W in ×W out × Xout → R and βZWXout : Z
in ×
Zout ×W in ×W out ×Xout → R, such that κY ZWdo(X) = αYWXout βZWXout .
Roughly speaking, the interpretation of this definition is that with a do-intervention at X nodes, i.e., with
input variables at X ignored, and output variables fixed to have a certain value, and with full knowledge of both
inputs and outputs at W nodes, learning the outcome of an intervention at Y tells an agent nothing about the
outcome of an intervention at Z. This interpretation is captured more precisely by the following proposition,
which provides an operational formulation of Def. 10.1.
Proposition 10.2. Given a classical process map κY ZWX , the condition (Y ⊥ Z|Wdo(X))κY ZWX holds if and
only if:
(COS1) For all values Xout = x of a do-intervention at X, any maximally informative intervention at W
with outcome kW , and any local interventions at Y and Z with outcomes kY and kZ , respectively,
the joint probability distribution P (kY , kZ , kW ) satisfies (kY ⊥ kZ |kW )P .
Proof. Observe that the condition (Y ⊥ Z|Wdo(X))κYZWX is equivalent to the statement that (Y ⊥ Z|
W )κYZWdo(X=x) holds for all values x of a do-intervention at X. The result then follows from Prop. 7.10. 
Theorem 10.3. (Rule 1 analogue for classical process maps): Consider a DAG G, with a set V of classical split
nodes, and disjoint subsets of nodes Y , Z, W and X, with R := V \ (Y ∪ Z ∪W ∪X). For any classical process
map κY ZWXR that is Markov for G,
(Y ⊥ Z|X,W )G
X
⇒ ∀τR (Y ⊥ Z|Wdo(X))κτR
Y ZWX
.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 10.7 below, with classical process maps replacing
quantum process operators, classical channels replacing quantum channels, and classical interventions replacing
quantum interventions. 
Note that under Iκ→P , the condition (Y ⊥ Z|Wdo(X))κY ZWX reduces to the consequent of Rule 1 of
Theorem 9.1, that is P (Y |do(X), Z,W ) = P (Y |do(X),W ).
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10.1.2 Quantum process operators
The quantum analogue of Def. 10.1 is the following.
Definition 10.4. (Quantum strong relative independence with a do-intervention): Given a process operator
σY ZWX , say that Y and Z are strongly independent relative to (W , do(X)), and write (Y ⊥ Z|Wdo(X))σY ZWX ,
if and only if there exist Hermitian operators αYWXout and βZWXout such that σY ZWdo(X) = αYWXout βZWXout .
As in the discussion of strong relative independence in Section 7.2, there is no obvious quantum analogue
of the notion of a maximally informative intervention. For this reason, the following proposition provides an
operational implication of Def. 10.4, rather than an equivalence.
Proposition 10.5. Given a process operator σY ZWX , if (Y ⊥ Z|Wdo(X))σYZWX , then:
(QOS1) There exists a global intervention at WXout, with outcome kWXout , such that for all local
interventions at Y , Z, with outcomes kY , kZ respectively, the joint probability distribution
P (kY , kZ , kWXout), satisfies (kY ⊥ kZ |kWXout)P .
Proof. See Appendix B.6. 
Remark 10.6. The required intervention at WXout, which gives (kY ⊥ kZ |kWXout)P for all interventions at Y
and Z, can be assumed to have the following form: let an agent be stationed at an additional locus E, such that
for each node N ∈ W , the quantum system at N in is sent to E, one of a maximally entangled pair of systems is
fed into Nout, and the other one is sent to E. Similarly, for each node N in X, the system at N in is ignored, one
of a maximally entangled pair of systems is fed into Nout, and the other one is sent to E. The agent at E then
performs an appropriately chosen joint von Neumann measurement on those systems that are incoming at E.
Theorem 10.7. (Analogue of rule 1 for process operators): Consider a DAG G, with a set V of quantum nodes,
and disjoint subsets of nodes Y , Z, W and X, with R := V \ (Y ∪Z ∪W ∪X). For any process operator σY ZWXR
that is Markov for G,
(Y ⊥ Z|X,W )G
X
⇒ ∀τR (Y ⊥ Z|Wdo(X))στR
Y ZWX
.
Proof. See Appendix B.7. 
Note that under Iσ→κ, the condition (Y ⊥ Z|Wdo(X))σYZWX reduces to (Y ⊥ Z|Wdo(X))κY ZWX for the
induced classical process map19.
10.1.3 Example
Consider again the DAG G of Fig. 12, for convenience reproduced here as Fig. 13. Suppose that G is the causal
structure for a quantum causal model, with quantum nodes N1, . . . , N5, and a process operator σN1...N5 that is
Markov for G.
G
N1
N2 N3 N4
N5
Figure 13
In order to illustrate Theorem 10.7, consider the subsets of nodes defined in Fig. 14a, along with the corre-
sponding mutilated DAG.
GX
N1
N2 N3 N4
N5
Y = {N2}
Z = {N4}
W = {N3, N5}
X = {N1}
(a)
GX′
N1
N2 N3 N4
N5
Y = {N2}
Z = {N4}
W ′ = {N1, N3}
X ′ = {N5}
(b)
Figure 14: The mutilated DAGs GX and GX′ for different choices of subsets of nodes of the DAG G in Fig. 13.
The condition (Y ⊥ Z|X,W )G
X
holds, but the condition (Y ⊥ Z|X ′,W ′)G
X′
does not hold.
19An analogous comment to that of footnote 17 applies, now relying on Prop. 10.8 and Remark 10.9.
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Here, there is a do-intervention at N1, hence the incoming arrows at N1 have been removed, and the condition
(Y ⊥ Z|WX)G
X
holds. This captures the idea that a do-intervention does not reveal any information about N1
that would tend to correlate N2 and N4. Hence, much as when N1 is simply ignored, once the causal influences
from the common cause N3, and through the chain involving N5, have been ‘picked up’ by conditioning on the
outcome of an appropriate intervention at N3N5, the outcomes of arbitrary interventions at N2 and N4 are
independent.
In contrast, if considering a do-intervention at N5 instead of N1, the mutilated graph of Fig. 14b fails
to satisfy a corresponding d-separation condition, that is, the condition ({N2} ⊥ {N4}|{N1, N3, N5})G
{N5}
does not hold. This means that in general, σN1...N4do(N5) does not satisfy the condition σN1...N4do(N5) =
αN2N1N3Nout5
βN4N1N3Nout5
. The statement (QOS1) does in fact hold, since with a trace-preserving interven-
tion at N1 (with trivial, or single-valued, outcome), there exists an intervention at N3N
out
5 such that conditioned
on the outcome, the outcomes of any interventions at N2 and N4 are independent.
10.1.4 Mathematically equivalent expressions
Proposition 10.8. Let σY ZWX be a process operator over the disjoint sets of nodes Y,Z,W and X. The following
statements are equivalent:
(1) (Y ⊥ Z|Wdo(X))σY ZWX
(2) σY ZWdo(X) ⋆ σ
τY ,τZ
Wdo(X)
= στZ
YWdo(X)
⋆ στY
ZWdo(X)
∀ local interventions τY , τZ .
(3) I(Y : Z|WXout) = 0, evaluated on σˆY ZWdo(X).
Proof. See Appendix B.8. 
Remark 10.9. Very similar statements can be derived for classical process maps. Replacing σ with κ throughout,
the star products in (2) become ordinary multiplication, and the quantum conditional mutual information in (3)
becomes the classical conditional mutual information. The proofs are essentially the same, with classical process
maps replacing quantum process operators.
10.2 Generalizations of rule 2
10.2.1 Classical process maps
Definition 10.10. (Classical strong independence from broken nodes): Given a classical process map κY ZWX , say
that Y is strongly independent from Zin relative to (W , do(X), Zout), and write (Y ⊥ Zin|Wdo(X)Zout)κY ZWX ,
if and only if there exist real functions αYWXoutZout : Y
in×Y out×W in×W out×Xout×Zout → R and βZWXout :
Zin × Zout ×W in ×W out ×Xout → R, such that κY ZWdo(X) = αYWXoutZout βZWXout .
Roughly speaking, the interpretation of this definition is that with a do-intervention at X nodes, i.e., with
input variables at X ignored, and output variables fixed to have a certain value, with full knowledge of both
inputs and outputs at W nodes, and full knowledge of outputs at Z nodes, gaining information about the values
of the inputs at Z nodes tells an agent nothing about the outcome of an intervention at Y .
In order to capture this interpretation more precisely with an equivalent operational formulation, define first
the following subclass of interventions.
Definition 10.11. (Classical breaking intervention): A breaking intervention at a node Z consists of a mea-
surement of Zin, giving outcome kZ , and the preparation of a fixed value z of Z
out. A necessary and sufficient
condition is that:
P (kZ , Z
out|Zin) = P (kZ |Z
in)δ(Zout, z). (10.1)
For Z a set of nodes, a breaking local intervention at Z is a product of breaking interventions at each node in Z.
A breaking intervention is a generalization of a do-intervention in which the value of the input variable is
not ignored, but is allowed to influence an outcome kZ . The following proposition then gives the equivalent
operational formulation of Def. 10.10.
Proposition 10.12. Given a classical process map κY ZWX , the condition (Y ⊥ Zin|Wdo(X)Zout)κY ZWX holds
if and only if:
(COS2) For all values Xout = x of a do-intervention at X, all maximally informative local interven-
tions at W with outcome kW , all local interventions at Y with outcome kY , and all breaking
local interventions at Z with outcome kZ , the joint probability distribution P (kY , kZ , kW )
satisfies (kY ⊥ kZ |kW )P .
Proof. See Appendix B.9. 
Theorem 10.13. (Rule 2 analogue for classical process maps): Consider a DAG G, with a set V of classical split
nodes, and disjoint subsets of nodes Y , Z, W and X, with R := V \ (Y ∪ Z ∪W ∪X). For any classical process
map κY ZWXR that is Markov for G,
(Y ⊥ Z|X,W )G
XZ
⇒ ∀τR (Y ⊥ Z
in|Wdo(X)Zout)κτR
Y ZWX
.
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Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 10.17 below, with classical process maps replacing
quantum process operators, classical channels replacing quantum channels, and classical interventions replacing
quantum interventions. 
Note that under Iκ→P , the condition (Y ⊥ Zin|Wdo(X)Zout)κY ZWX reduces to the consequent of Rule 2 of
Theorem 9.1, that is P (Y |do(X), do(Z),W ) = P (Y |do(X), Z,W ).
10.2.2 Quantum process operators
Definition 10.14. (Quantum strong independence from broken nodes): Given a process operator σY ZWX , say
that Y is strongly independent from Zin, relative to (W , do(X), Zout ), and write (Y ⊥ Zin|Wdo(X)Zout)σY ZWX ,
if and only if there exist Hermitian operators αYWXoutZout and βZWXout such that σY ZWdo(X) = αYWXoutZout
βZWXout .
An operational implication of this notion can be given in terms of the existence of a global intervention at
WXoutZout. Conditioned on its outcome, measurements of Zin give no information about the outcome of an
intervention at Y .
Proposition 10.15. Consider a process operator σY ZWX . If (Y ⊥ Zin|Wdo(X)Zout)σY ZWX , then:
(QOS2) There exists a global intervention at WXoutZout, with outcome kWXoutZout , such that for all in-
terventions at Y , with outcome kY , and all measurements of Z
in with outcome kZin , the joint
probability distribution P (kY , kZin , kWXoutZout) satisfies (kY ⊥ kZin |kWXoutZout)P .
Proof. See Appendix B.10. 
Remark 10.16. The global intervention at WXoutZout has a similar form to that of Remark 10.6, except that
one of a maximally entangled pair of systems is additionally sent to Zout, with the other one going to E.
Theorem 10.17. (Rule 2 analogue for process operators): Consider a DAG G, with a set V of quantum nodes,
and disjoint subsets of nodes Y , Z, W and X, with R := V \ (Y ∪Z ∪W ∪X). For any process operator σY ZWXR
that is Markov for G,
(Y ⊥ Z|X,W )G
XZ
⇒ ∀τR (Y ⊥ Z
in|Wdo(X)Zout)στR
YZWX
.
Proof. See Appendix B.11. 
Note that under Iσ→κ, the condition (Y ⊥ Zin|Wdo(X)Zout)σYZWX reduces to (Y ⊥ Z
in|Wdo(X)Zout)κY ZWX
for the induced classical process map20.
10.2.3 Example
Consider again the DAG G of Fig. 12, for convenience reproduced here as Fig. 15. Suppose that G is the causal
structure for a quantum causal model, with quantum nodes N1, . . . , N5, and a process operator σN1...N5 that is
Markov for G.
G
N1
N2 N3 N4
N5
Figure 15
In order to illustrate Theorem 10.17, consider the subsets of nodes defined in Fig. 16a, along with the corre-
sponding mutilated DAG.
GX,Z
N1
N2 N3 N4
N5
(a)
Y = {N4, N5}
Z = {N2}
W = {N3}
X = {N1}
GX,Y
N1
N2 N3 N4
N5
(b)
Figure 16: The mutilated DAGs GX,Z and GX,Y for the depicted choice of subsets of nodes of the DAG G in
Fig. 15. The condition (Y ⊥ Z|X,W )G
X,Z
holds, but the condition (Z ⊥ Y |X,W )G
X,Y
does not hold.
20Again, an analogous comment to that of footnote 17 applies, now relying on Prop. 10.18 and Remark 10.19.
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Observe that in the DAG G of Fig. 15, {N2} is not d-separated from {N4, N5} by {N1, N3}, since N2 is a
direct cause of N5. The same observation holds in the DAG G{N1}. Hence even with a do-intervention at N1, the
outcome of an intervention at N2 is in general correlated with those at N4 and N5.
However, the condition (Y ⊥ Z|X,W )G
X,Z
does hold. This captures the idea that – relative to N3 – there
is no backwards inferential pathway from N2 to {N4, N5}, hence – relative to N3 – all correlation between N2
and {N4, N5} is due to the causal pathway from N2 to N5. Theorem 10.17, together with Prop. 10.15, implies
(QOS2): with a suitable intervention at N3N
out
1 N
out
2 – in particular one that accounts for the common cause N3
– the outcome of a measurement of N in2 is independent of the outcome of any intervention at N4N5.
On the other hand, with the roles of Y and Z exchanged, as in Fig. 16b, the condition (Z ⊥ Y |X,W )G
X,Y
does not hold. Here, it will in general be the case that for any intervention at N3N
out
1 N
out
4 N
out
5 , even conditioned
on its outcome, a measurement of (say) N in5 can be correlated with an intervention at N2.
10.2.4 Mathematically equivalent expressions
Proposition 10.18. Given a process operator σY ZWX , the following statements are equivalent:
1. (Y ⊥ Zin|Wdo(X)Zout)σYZWX
2. σY ZWdo(X) ⋆ σ
τY
Wdo(X)do(Z) = σ
τY
ZWdo(X) ⋆ σYWdo(X)do(Z) ∀ local interventions τY .
3. I(Y : Zin|WXoutZout) = 0, evaluated on σˆY ZWdo(X).
Proof. See Appendix B.12. 
Remark 10.19. Very similar statements can be derived for classical process maps. Replacing σ with κ throughout,
the star products in (2) become ordinary multiplication, and the quantum conditional mutual information in (3)
becomes the classical conditional mutual information. The proofs are essentially the same, with classical process
maps replacing quantum process operators.
10.3 Generalizations of rule 3
10.3.1 Classical process maps
Definition 10.20. (Classical strong independence from settings): Given a classical process map κY ZWX , say that
Y is strongly independent from the setting at Z, relative to (W , do(X)), and write (Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))κYZWX ,
if and only if there is a real-valued function ηYWXout : Y
in × Y out ×W in ×W out × Xout → R such that for all
local interventions τZ at Z, there is a real valued function ξ
τZ
WXout
: W in ×W out ×Xout → R, such that
κτZYWdo(X) = ηYWXoutξ
τZ
WXout
.
At first sight, this definition looks involved, but the intuitive meaning is fairly simple. Consider first the case
where X = W = ∅. The definition then simply expresses that κτZY is independent of the choice of τZ , hence the
outcome of any intervention at Y is independent of the choice of τZ : in other words, there is no signalling from Z
to Y . In the general case of non-empty X and W , the definition captures a similar idea: from the perspective of
an agent who knows the value of a do-intervention at X, and has full knowledge of both inputs and outputs at W
nodes, learning the value of τZ , that is the choice of intervention at Z, tells the agent nothing about the outcome
of an intervention at Y . This is captured more precisely by the following proposition, which gives an operational
statement equivalent to Def. 10.20.
Proposition 10.21. Given a classical process map κY ZWX , the condition (Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))κYZWX holds
if and only if:
(COS3) For all values Xout = x of a do-intervention at X, all maximally informative local inter-
ventions at W with outcome kW , and all local interventions at Y with outcome kY , the
conditional probability P (kY |kW ) is independent of the choice of local intervention at Z.
Proof. See Appendix B.13. 
Theorem 10.22. (Rule 3 analogue for classical process maps): Consider a DAG G, with a set V of classical split
nodes, and disjoint subsets of nodes Y , Z, W and X, with R := V \ (Y ∪ Z ∪W ∪X). For any classical process
map κY ZWXR that is Markov for G,
(Y ⊥ Z|X,W )G
X,Z(W )
⇒ ∀τR (Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))κτR
YZWX
.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as that of Theorem 10.26 below, with classical process maps replacing
quantum process operators, classical channels replacing quantum channels, and classical interventions replacing
quantum interventions. 
Note that under Iκ→P , the condition (Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))κYZWX reduces to the consequent of Rule 3 of
Theorem 9.1, that is P (Y |do(X), do(Z),W ) = P (Y |do(X),W ).
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10.3.2 Quantum process operators
Definition 10.23. (Quantum strong independence from settings): Given a process operator σY ZWX , say that Y
is strongly independent from the setting at Z, relative to (W , do(X)), and write (Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))σYZWX ,
if and only if there is a Hermitian operator ηYWXout such that for all local interventions τZ at Z, there is a
Hermitian operator ξτZ
WXout
, such that
στZYWdo(X) = ηYWXoutξ
τZ
WXout
.
The interpretation of this definition is similar to that of Def. 10.20, with the usual wrinkle that there is no
quantum equivalent of an agent who has full knowledge of both W in and W out. The following proposition gives
an operational statement that is implied by, but not equivalent to, Def. 10.23.
Proposition 10.24. Consider a process operator σY ZWX . If (Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))σYZWX , then:
(QOS3) There exists a global intervention at WXout, with outcome kWXout , such that for all local interven-
tions at Y , with outcome kY , the conditional probability P (kY |kWXout) is independent of the choice
of local intervention at Z.
Proof. See Appendix B.14. 
Remark 10.25. The global intervention at WXout has the same form as that of Remark 10.6.
Theorem 10.26. (Rule 3 analogue for quantum processes): Consider a DAG G, with a set V of quantum nodes,
and disjoint subsets of nodes Y , Z, W and X, with R := V \ (Y ∪Z ∪W ∪X). For any process operator σY ZWXR
that is Markov for G,
(Y ⊥ Z|X,W )G
X,Z(W )
⇒ ∀τR (Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))στR
YZWX
Proof. See Appendix B.15. 
Note that under Iσ→κ, the condition (Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))σYZWX reduces to (Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))κYZWX
for the induced classical process map21.
Remark 10.27. One might also consider a graphical antecedent that is in general strictly weaker than that of
Theorem 10.26, namely (Y ⊥ Z|WX)G
XZ
. The difference is that in the weaker statement, d-separation only has
to hold when all ingoing arrows into Z are removed. The weaker statement can be shown to imply that for all τR,
στRYWdo(X)do(Z) = ηYWXout ξWXoutZout . The condition that σ
τR
YWdo(X)do(Z) = ηYWXout ξWXoutZout corresponds to
a modified version of Def. 10.23, in which the quantification is over all do-interventions at Z rather than over
all interventions at Z, and is in general strictly weaker than (Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))στR
YZWX
. That it is strictly
weaker is due to the fact that there exist (fine-tuned) scenarios where, with a do-intervention at Z, the outcome
at Y is independent of the choice of which state to send to Zout, but where it is possible to signal from Z to Y by
choosing between a do-intervention at Z and no intervention at Z. (We present this remark without proof.)
10.3.3 Example
Consider again the DAG G of Fig. 12, for convenience reproduced here as Fig. 17. Suppose that G is the causal
structure for a quantum causal model, with quantum nodes N1, . . . , N5, and a process operator σN1...N5 that is
Markov for G.
G
N1
N2 N3 N4
N5
Figure 17
In order to illustrate Theorem 10.26, consider the subsets of nodes defined in Fig. 18a, along with the corre-
sponding mutilated DAG.
21An analogous comment to that of footnote 17 applies. In order to see that ηYWXout and ξ
τZ
WXout
can be chosen to
be diagonal with respect to the same preferred basis in which σ
τZ
YWdo(X)
is diagonal, observe the following. In the proof
of Prop. 10.24 it was shown that, if (Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))σY ZWX , then there exists a decomposition into orthogonal
subspaces of the form WXout =
⊕
i F
L
i ⊗ F
R
i such that σ
τZ
YWdo(X)
=
∑
i ηY FL
i
⊗ ξ
τZ
FR
i
for all τZ . Hence, if the left-hand
side is diagonal in the preferred basis, so are ηYWXout and ξ
τZ
WXout
.
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GX,Z(W )
N1
N2 N3 N4
N5
Z = {N4, N5}
Y = {N2}
W = {N3}
X = {N1}
(a)
GX,Z′(W ′)
N1
N2 N3 N4
N5
Z′ = {N5}
Y = {N2}
W ′ = {N3, N4}
X = {N1}
(b)
Figure 18: The mutilated DAGs GX,Z(W ) and GX,Z′(W ′) for the specified choices of subsets of nodes of the DAG
G in Fig. 17. The condition (Y ⊥ Z|X,W )G
X,Z(W )
holds, but the condition (Y ⊥ Z′|X,W ′)G
X,Z′(W ′)
does not
hold.
The condition (Y ⊥ Z|X,W )G
X,Z(W )
holds. Hence Theorem 10.26, together with Prop. 10.24, implies
(QOS3): for a suitable intervention at N3N
out
1 , then conditioned on its outcome there is no signalling from
{N4N5} to N2. (In fact, in this case, the statement holds for any intervention at N3N
out
1 .)
On the other hand, with Z′ = {N5} andW
′ = {N3, N4}, as in Fig. 18b, the condition (Y ⊥ Z′|X,W ′)G
X,Z′(W ′)
fails. The failure of the condition follows from the fact that N5 is an ancestor of N4, and corresponds to the idea
that conditioning on the outcome of an intervention at N4 in general induces a correlation between the outcome
of an intervention at N2 and the choice of intervention at N5. That is: in a scenario involving the postselection
of an outcome at N4, the ‘backwards signalling’ from N5 to N2 appears possible. Again, however, the operational
statement (QOS3) is weak: it still holds in this scenario, for the simple reason that the intervention at W ′Xout
can be chosen to be a trace-preserving intervention with trivial, or single-valued, outcome.
10.4 Overview
Fig. 19 summarizes the generalizations of the three rules, as applied to quantum causal models, classical split-node
causal models, and classical causal models.
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(Y ⊥ Z|W,X)G
X
⇓ ⇓ ⇓
QCM
∀τR
(Y ⊥ Z|Wdo(X))στR
YZWX
Iσ→κ−−−→
CSM
∀τR
(Y ⊥ Z|Wdo(X))κτR
YZWX
Iκ→P−−−−→
CCM
(Y ⊥ Z|Wdo(X))P
(a) Generalization of rule 1.
(Y ⊥ Z|W,X)G
XZ
⇓ ⇓ ⇓
QCM
∀τR
(Y ⊥ Zin|Wdo(X)Zout)στR
YZWX
Iσ→κ−−−→
CSM
∀τR
(Y ⊥ Zin|Wdo(X)Zout)κτR
Y ZWX
Iκ→P−−−−→
CCM
P (Y |do(X), do(Z),W )
= P (Y |do(X), Z,W )
(b) Generalization of rule 2.
(Y ⊥ Z|W,X)G
XZ(W )
⇓ ⇓ ⇓
QCM
∀τR
(Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))στR
YZWX
Iσ→κ−−−→
CSM
∀τR
(Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))κτR
YZWX
Iκ→P−−−−→
CCM
P (Y |do(X), do(Z),W )
= P (Y |do(X),W )
(c) Generalization of rule 3.
Figure 19: Overview of the three pairs of theorems, along with the corresponding rules of the classical do-calculus,
and the relationships between them.
11 Note on causal inference
In previous sections, the causal structure of a set V of quantum nodes is mostly assumed given, and the questions
that are answered are to do with the constraints that the causal structure imposes on a process operator σV .
The problem of causal inference concerns the converse: given a process operator σV , what can one say about the
causal structure of the nodes in V ? Historically, that is to say in the context of classical causal modeling, the
problem of causal discovery is another instance of a problem of identifiability: in which cases and under which
assumptions can one infer the causal structure from purely observational, i.e., non-interventional data? This has
no direct analogue in the context of quantum causal models since there is no observational quantum data, obtained
without ‘intervening’. The data onto which causal structure imposes constraints is a process operator. This is an
empirically accessible object, but process tomography requires interventions with informationally complete sets
of instruments at all nodes.
Nonetheless, given a process operator σV over the set V of quantum nodes, there is substantial causal knowl-
edge to be discovered: is there a causal order of the nodes at all? Is V a causally complete set or are common
causes missing? Does there exist a quantum causal model, which would serve as a candidate causal explanation
of σV ? Giarmatzi and Costa consider some of these questions in Ref. [63], presenting a quantum causal discovery
algorithm. However, as presented, the algorithm is based on a somewhat different definition of the quantum
Markov condition (see Section 12). This section presents similar ideas to those of Ref. [63], but adapted for the
framework we have introduced.
Definition 11.1. (‘No-signalling relation for a channel’) Let C : L(HA)⊗L(HB)→ L(HC)⊗L(HD) be a channel,
and let ρCCD|AB be the CJ representation of it. Write A9
s D (‘A does not signal to D’) if and only if there exists
a quantum channel M : L(HB)→ L(HD), with CJ representation ρ
M
D|B such that TrC [ρ
C
CD|AB ] = ρ
M
D|B ⊗ 1A∗ .
Recall that in a generic channel ρCD|AB, it is possible that A 9
s C and A 9s D, while A can signal to
the composite CD (see Remark 4.6). Based on this notion of a no-signalling relation, observe that any process
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operator σV , seen as the representation of a CPTP map L(HA1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HAn) → L(HA1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HAn), defines a
graph encoding the relations of direct signalling to single nodes:
Definition 11.2. (Simple induced graph): Consider a process operator σV over the set V = {A1, ..., An} of
quantum nodes, viewed as a CPTP map L(HA1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HAn) → L(HA1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ HAn). Let the simple induced
graph, written GSσ , be the graph with nodes V , and an arrow Aj → Ai if and only if Aj can signal to Ai, in the
sense of Def. 11.1, in σV .
Note that such an induced graph GSσ only encodes the no-signalling relations for single systems, but not those
also considering composite systems, and therefore does in general not capture the causal structure of a generic
process operator σ. However, in the special case of σ being Markov for its graph GSσ , the latter does capture the
causal structure. Moreover, a simple algorithm reveals whether this is the case.
The algorithm takes a process operator σV as input. The first step is to determine the graph G
S
σ . This involves
checking, for each i 6= j, whether
1
dAj
1Aout
j
⊗ TrAout
j
[
ρAi|A1...An
]
= ρAi|A1...An , (11.1)
where ρAi|A1...An = Tr{Ain
k
},k 6=i
[σV ] (a total of n(n− 1) linear constraints). Note that it holds by definition that
ρAi|A1...An = ρAi|Pa(Ai). The algorithm then checks whether G
S
σ is a DAG or not. If G
S
σ is a DAG, the algorithm
checks whether σV is Markov for G
S
σ : this involves checking whether the n operators ρAi|Pa(Ai) commute pairwise,
and if so, whether their product gives back σV . In case the algorithm outputs that G
S
σ is a DAG and that σV is
Markov for GSσ , the pair (G
S
σ , σ) constitutes a quantum causal model and G
S
σ is a candidate causal explanation
of σV revealed by these steps. In case σV is not Markov for the DAG G
S
σ or else G
S
σ is not a DAG, i.e., contains
directed cycles, then a causal discovery algorithm has more work to do. In fact, a plethora of interesting questions
can then be asked concerning the causal structure, and we leave the study of these to future work.
This section concludes with the following observation.
Remark 11.3. Suppose that a process operator σV is Markov for the simple induced graph G
S
σ . Then σV is
also Markov for any DAG of which GSσ is a subgraph, since adding arrows that do not represent direct signalling
relations in σV does not destroy the Markov property. That σV cannot be Markov for a DAG with fewer arrows
than GSσ is obvious as that would contradict the definition of G
S
σ
22. Hence, there is a unique sense in which a
process operator is either Markov or not, independently from consideration of any particular DAG.
12 Related work
This section provides only a rough overview of the respects in which the approach in this work differs or is similar
to previous approaches. We refer the reader to the discussions of the literature in Refs. [17] and [16] for further
details.
Many works are explicitly concerned with causal structure, but not to the end of a quantum generalization
of causal models. These include, for example, Refs. [19, 22, 45, 64–69], and are not discussed here any further.
Early work by Tucci [6, 7] aims at a quantum generalization of classical Bayesian (rather than causal) networks,
obtained by associating probability amplitudes with nodes. More closely related to our work is that of Leifer
and Poulin [9], which presents (amongst other things) an approach to quantum Bayesian networks, wherein a
quantum state is associated with a DAG, and must satisfy independence relationships formalised by the quantum
mutual information, given by the structure of the DAG. The results of Ref. [9] have at various times been used
in our proofs. Leifer and Spekkens [11] adapt the ideas of Ref. [9] to quantum causal models, using a particular
definition of a quantum conditional state. Our approach differs from that of Ref. [11] in taking influence in unitary
transformations as defining of causal relations, in its use of the process operator formalism, and in the fact that
we don’t use quantum conditional states.
Other works that have generalized ideas of classical causal models to the quantum case include, for example,
Refs. [10, 12–15]. In these works, causal structure is represented by a DAG, with nodes of the DAG correspond-
ing to quantum processes with classical outcomes, and edges to the passing of physical systems between these
processes. The mathematical object constrained by causal structure is taken to be a probability distribution over
classical variables – either choices of settings or outcomes of measurements. This yields a framework that allows
the derivation and study of Bell-type inequalities in arbitrary causal scenarios, and the study of conditional inde-
pendence relations between the classical variables. Our approach differs, again in that we take causal relations to
be defined by the notion of influence in a unitary transformation, and in that we introduce intrinsically quantum
notions of relative independence, rather than restrict the study to conditional independences amongst classical
random variables.
Apart from Ref. [17], which contains the core ideas that our work builds on, the nearest precursor is perhaps
the work of Costa and Shrapnel [16]. Ref. [16] presents a fully quantum notion of causal model, in which the
central object under study is a process operator, with a Markov condition expressed in terms of a factorization of
the process operator. The main difference is that in the approach of Ref. [16], the output Hilbert space of a node
22Note that the channels ρAi|Pa(Ai), which are asserted to exist by virtue of σV being Markov for some DAG G, have to
have non-trivial action at least on the output spaces of all parent nodes in GSσ .
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factorizes into as many subsystems as the node has children. This is the natural approach if direct causal influence
relations, represented by edges in the DAG, are understood in terms of distinct systems travelling between local
laboratories at nodes, rather than in terms of causal influence in unitary transformations as we have done.
The rough sketch of an algorithm for causal inference in Section 11 is very similar to the quantum causal
discovery algorithm of Giarmatzi and Costa in Ref. [63], where a detailed discussion and concrete implemen-
tation are presented. The main differences are due to the algorithm being adapted for the different approach
to quantum causal models presented in this work. In particular: the algorithm we presented takes as input a
process operator, and does not require additional information about Hilbert space decompositions and dimensions
of factors. Ref. [63] does discuss adaptation of the quantum causal discovery algorithm to the quantum causal
models of Ref. [17] (hence also the present work), but suggests that this would result in an exponential scaling
(in the number of nodes) vs the original algorithm’s quadratic scaling. The reason for this is that the adaptation
suggested looks for children of nodes, rather than parents, which requires consideration of the power set of nodes.
The algorithm sketched in Section 11, by contrast, has the same quadratic scaling behaviour as that of Ref. [63].
Finally, more recent work [18,70,71] develops an approach to quantum causal models, inspired by the QBist
approach to quantum theory [72], and based on symmetric informationally-complete postive operator-valued
measurements (SIC POVMs). This leads to a quantum Markov condition in the form of a constraint on the
outcome distribution for SIC-POVMs carried out at nodes, and has the interesting feature of being compatible
with a reversal of time, i.e., the quantum Markov property is preserved under reversal of all arrows of the DAG.
13 Discussion
In this work we have substantially expanded upon and developed the program of quantum causal models proposed
by Allen et al. in [17]. We have proven a number of results that provide strong evidence and build confidence in
the framework as the appropriate framework for quantum causal models.
The main result of the first part is Theorem 4.15, which states the equivalence between a process operator σ
being Markov for a DAG and being compatible (Def. 4.11) with the causal structure represented by that DAG,
thus generalizing the main result from [17] to arbitrary DAGs. This equivalence can be seen as constituting a
justification of the Quantum Markov condition as the constraint on a process operator imposed by the complete
causal structure – that is, one where no latent common causes are missing – from two assumptions. The first
assumption is that evolution of quantum systems is fundamentally unitary and may thus be seen as little con-
troversial. The second assumption is that latent ‘local disturbances’, by which we mean additional, unobserved
quantum systems that directly influence at most one other quantum system, can be assigned a product state.
Whether this assumption can be further justified from less ad hoc ones is an open question, but one which may
well be hard and inseparable from understanding the role of boundary conditions in quantum physics [73] and the
coming about of the arrow of time more generally.
Building on this thus established notion of Markovianity, Sections 7-10 explored various empirically meaningful
consequences for process operators and classical process maps (see Section 5.4) if they are Markov for a DAG.
First, we introduced and studied new notions of independence: quantum strong relative independence (Def. 7.13)
and classical strong and weak relative independence (Definitions 7.8 and 7.12). Importantly, given a triple of
disjoint sets of quantum nodes Y , Z and W and a process operator σY ZW over these nodes, that Y is strongly
independent from Z relative toW , (Y ⊥ Z|W )σYZW , is defined as a constraint on σY ZW , rather than a constraint
on a probability distribution over classical variables which arises from σY ZW . We have shown that an intuitive
operational statement is implied by (Y ⊥ Z|W )σYZW , that it reduces to ordinary conditional independence for
classical variables in the appropriate ‘limit’ and that d-separation is sound and complete for (Y ⊥ Z|W )σYZW
(Theorem 8.3). Second, we have shown three pairs of theorems that generalize the three rules of Pearl’s do-calculus
to classical split-node causal models and quantum causal models. While these theorems are not useful for the
same sort of problem Pearl’s do-calculus is useful for, namely the calculation of post-intervention probabilities
only given observational data, we have presented intuitive operational readings of the generalized theorems.
Finally, we made some first observations on the problem of quantum causal inference in the context of our
framework. Two of the main open questions of this research programme concern the extension of the framework
to indefinite causal structures and giving a complete account of quantum causal inference.
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A Appendix part I
A.1 Useful tools I
The following statements, which will feature in subsequent proofs, are presented separately with proofs here for
better readability.
Lemma A.1. (Splitting from commutation relations I): Let ρA|CD and ρB|DE be CJ representations of channels.
If they commute [ρA|CD , ρB|DE] = 0, then there exists a decomposition of the Hilbert space on which the
domains of the channels overlap, here denoted as D, into orthogonal subspaces
HD =
⊕
i
H(D)L
i
⊗ H(D)R
i
, (A.1)
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and channels ρA|CDL
i
and ρB|DR
i
E, such that
ρA|CD =
∑
i
ρA|CDL
i
⊗ 1DR
i
ρB|DE =
∑
i
1DL
i
⊗ ρB|DR
i
E . (A.2)
(NB Here, and on a few occasions below, the same notation is used for an operator defined on a subspace,
and the same operator extended to the whole Hilbert space via the stipulation that it is zero on the orthogonal
subspace. This enables, for example, Eqs. (A.2) to be written with ordinary summation, rather than a direct sum.)
Proof. The proof appears in Ref. [17], but is included here for completeness. Define the channel ρAB|CDE :=
ρA|CDρB|DE which yields ρA|CD and ρB|DE as the marginal channels into A and B respectively. One can directly
verify that the quantum conditional mutual information I(AC : BE|D) vanishes, if evaluated on the trace-1 quan-
tum state ρˆAB|CDE = (1/(dCdDdE))ρAB|CDE. Theorem 6 of Ref. [55] then implies that there is a decomposition
of HD into orthogonal subspaces of the form of Eq. (A.1), along with a probability distribution {pi}, such that
ρˆAB|CDE =
∑
i
pi(ρˆA|CDL
i
⊗ ρˆB|DR
i
E) , (A.3)
where ρˆA|CDL
i
and ρˆB|DR
i
E are (trace-1) quantum states on the indicated Hilbert spaces. The normalization
condition for the CJ representation of a channel, TrAB(ρAB|CDE) = 1CDE, fixes the pi such that
ρAB|CDE =
∑
i
[ ρA|CDL
i
⊗ ρB|DR
i
E ] , (A.4)
where now each operator on the RHS is normalized as CJ operator of a channel, that is for each i, TrA(ρA|CDL
i
) =
1CDL
i
, and TrB(ρB|DR
i
E) = 1DR
i
E. The orthogonality of the subspaces means that the marginals ρA|CD and
ρB|DE can indeed be written as claimed in eqs. A.2-A.2. This completes the proof. 
Lemma A.2. (Splitting from commutation relations II - nesting): Suppose that the three channels ρA|CD, ρB|DEF
and ρH|DEG commute pairwise. Then there exists a ‘nested’ decomposition of the DE Hilbert space into orthogonal
subspaces of the form
HD ⊗HE =
(⊕
i
HDL
i
⊗HDR
i
)
⊗HE =
⊕
i
HDL
i
⊗
(⊕
ji
H(DR
i
E)L
ji
⊗H(DR
i
E)R
ji
)
(A.5)
such that the given channels are block diagonal with respect to this decomposition in the following way:
ρA|CD =
∑
i
ρA|CDL
i
⊗ 1DR
i
(A.6)
ρB|DEF =
∑
i,ji
1DL
i
⊗ ρB|(DR
i
E)L
ji
F ⊗ 1((D)R
i
E)R
ji
(A.7)
ρH|DEG =
∑
i,ji
1DL
i
⊗ 1(DR
i
E)L
ji
⊗ ρH|((D)R
i
E)R
ji
G . (A.8)
Proof. This is a mere iteration of the previous proof. Consider the operator ρABH|CDEFG := ρA|CD ρB|DEF ρH|DEG
and the commutation relation [ρA|CD , ρBH|DEFG] = 0, where ρBH|DEFG = ρB|DEF ρH|DEG. Lemma A.1 implies
a decomposition of D such that
ρA|CD =
∑
i
ρA|CDL
i
⊗ 1DR
i
and ρBH|DEFG =
∑
i
1DL
i
⊗ ρBH|DR
i
EFG . (A.9)
Second, the commutation relation [ρB|DEF , ρH|DEG] = 0, together with the orthogonality of the distinct sub-
spaces, implies that for each i,
[ ρB|DR
i
EF , ρH|DR
i
EG ] = 0 , (A.10)
where ρB|DR
i
EF and ρH|DR
i
EG are marginals of the operator ρBH|DR
i
EFG. Now, Lemma A.1 applies again and
induces a splitting of DRi E, as a direct sum over orthogonal subspaces ji, and a corresponding block-diagonal
form of the operators in Eq. A.10. This yields the claim of Eqs. (A.5- A.8). 
Remark A.3. In the special case in which ρA|CDρB|DE = ρ
U
AB|CDE represents a unitary channel, the purity
of the CJ operator ρUAB|CDE, along with Lemma A.1, implies the global factorization HD = HDL ⊗ HDR , with
ρUAB|CDE = ρ
U
A|CDL ⊗ ρ
U
B|DRE . A similar statement applies to the ‘nested’ case in Lemma A.2.
The above also enables the following useful result to be established.
Definition A.4. (Reduced unitary23): A channel ρB|A is a reduced unitary if and only if there exists a unitary
channel ρUBF |A such that ρB|A = TrF [ρ
U
BF |A].
23Called an autonomous CPTP map in Ref. [46] .
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LemmaA.5. (Products of reduced unitaries): Suppose ρB|A and ρC|A are reduced unitaries such that [ρB|A, ρC|A] =
0. Then ρBC|A := ρB|AρC|A is also a reduced unitary.
Proof. That ρB|A is a reduced unitary by definition means that there exists a unitary channel ρ
V
BF |A such that
TrF [ρ
V
BF |A] = ρB|A. By Theorem 4.4, ρ
V
BF |A = ρB|AρF |A, hence by Remark A.3 there is a global factorization
A = ALb ⊗ A
R
b , with respect to which ρ
V
BF |A = ρB|AL
b
⊗ ρF |AR
b
. Similarly, there exists a unitary channel ρWCG|A
such that TrG[ρ
W
CG|A] = ρC|A and a factorization A = A
L
c ⊗ A
R
c such that ρ
W
CG|A = ρG|ALc ⊗ ρC|ARc .
A priori, the relation between the factorizations ALb ⊗A
R
b and A
L
c ⊗A
R
c is unknown. However, by assumption
it is also true that [ρB|A, ρC|A] = 0. The operators ρB|AL
b
, ρF |AR
b
, ρG|ALc and ρC|ARc all have to represent unitary
channels (for dimensional reasons and due to the purity of the operators), hence, up to normalization, can be
seen as maximally entangled states. It is then straightforward to check that due to the commutation of ρB|AL
b
with ρC|ARc , the operator ρC|ARc acts trivially on A
L
b , and conversely that the operator ρB|AL
b
acts trivially on
ARc . Therefore, there exists a factorization A = A
L
b ⊗ A
′ ⊗ ARc such that ρBC|A = ρB|AL
b
⊗ 1A′ ⊗ ρC|ARc . This
establishes the claim. 
A.2 Proof of Theorem 4.5
Let ρUB1...Bk|A1....An be the CJ representation of a unitary channel with n input and k output systems. Let
Bi = {B1, . . . , Bk}\{Bi}. Let Si ⊆ {A1, ..., An} denote subsets such that the no-influence condition Aj 9 Bi
holds whenever Aj /∈ Si, and let Si = {A1, . . . , An}\Si. By definition, for all i = 1, . . . , k,
TrBi
[
ρUB1...Bk|A1....An
]
= ρBi|Si ⊗ 1(Si)∗ . (A.11)
Let A :=
⊗n
i=1 Ai, and observe that the channel ρ
U
B1...Bk|A
is trivially compatible with A being the complete
common cause of B1...Bk (Def. 4.3), since it is its own dilation with trivial auxiliary systems λi. Theorem 4.4
then implies
ρUB1...Bk|A1....An = ρ
U
B1...Bk|A
=
k∏
i=1
ρBi|A , (A.12)
where the marginal channels on the RHS have to commute pairwise. Comparison with Eq. A.11 yields that for
every i = 1, . . . , k,
ρBi|A = TrBi
[
ρUB1...Bk|A
]
= ρBi|Si ⊗ 1(Si)∗ , (A.13)
hence (recalling our convention of suppressing identity operators), ρUB1...Bk|A1....An =
∏k
i=1 ρBi|Si . 
A.3 Proof of Theorem 4.14
Consider a unitary transformation U , with CJ representation ρUA1...AnF |A1...Anλ1...λn such that U respects the no-
influence conditions of Eq. (4.4). The following establishes the claim that this unitary channel has a realization
as a circuit of the form of Fig. 9.
Due to the no-influence conditions (and Theorem 4.5), the unitary channel has to factorize as
ρUA1...AnF |A1...Anλ1...λn = ρF |A1...Anλ1...λn
( n∏
i=1
ρAi|Pa(Ai)λi
)
. (A.14)
Let the enumeration of the Ai be compatible with the partial order of G. This total order can be uniquely
extended to the 2n+ 1 nodes: λ1 < A1 < λ2 < A2 < ... < λn < An < F . Now consider the following data:
λ1
A1
λ2
A2
...
λn
An
F
...
Figure 20: DAG G′
ρF |λ1A1...λnAn
ρAn|Pa(An)λn
ρλn
...
ρA2|Pa(A2)λ2
ρλ2
ρA1|λ1
ρλ1
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Set A
ρF |λ1A1...λnAn
ρAn|λ1A1...λn−1An−1λn
ρλn
...
ρA2|λ1A1λ2
ρλ2
ρA1|λ1
ρλ1
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Set B
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The DAG G′ is obtained from drawing an arrow from λi to Ai for all i, drawing an arrow into F from all
preceding nodes and drawing arrows between nodes Ai as given by the original DAG G. The product of channels
in Set A, where Pa(Ai) refers to the parental structure of G, is by construction Markov for G
′. Focusing on the
channels in Set B, these are obtained by padding those in Eq. A.14 with identities:
ρAi|λ1A1...λi−1Ai−1λi := ρAi|Pa(Ai)λi ⊗ 1(Pa(Ai)λi) , (A.15)
where (Pa(Ai)λi) denotes the relative complement of Pa(Ai) ∪ {λi} in the set {λ1, A1, . . . , λi−1, Ai−1, λi}. It
follows from the pairwise commutation of the operators defined in Eq. A.15 that
[ρA1|λ1 , ρA2...AnF |λ1A1...λnAn ] = 0 . (A.16)
The unitarity of U , along with Lemma A.1 and Remark A.3 then implies a factorization λ1 = (λ1)
L⊗ (λ1)
R such
that
ρA1|λ1 = ρA1|(λ1)L ⊗ 1(λ1)R (A.17)
ρA2...AnF |λ1A1...λnAn = ρA2...AnF |(λ1)RA1...λnAn ⊗ 1(λ1)L . (A.18)
The proof now proceeds via iterative use of Lemma A.2. In the second step, the fact that
[ρA2|λ1A1λ2 , ρA3...AnF |λ1A1λ2A2...λnAn ] = 0 , (A.19)
along with Lemma A.2 and Remark A.3, implies a factorization (λ1)
RA1λ2 = ((λ1)
RA1λ2)
L⊗ ((λ1)
RA1λ2)
R such
that
ρA2|λ1A1λ2 = ρA2|((λ1)RA1λ2)L ⊗ 1((λ1)RA1λ2)R ⊗ 1(λ1)L (A.20)
ρA3...AnF |λ1A1λ2A2...λnAn = ρA3...AnF |((λ1)RA1λ2)RA2...λnAn ⊗ 1((λ1)RA1λ2)L ⊗ 1(λ1)L . (A.21)
By using the short-hand notation
(
←−−−−
Aiλi+1) := (· · · (((λ1)
RA1λ2)
RA2λ3)
R · · ·Aiλi+1)
R , (A.22)
the iteration of the above step yields the factorization
λ1A1 · · · λnAn = (λ1)
L ⊗ ((λ1)
RA1λ2)
L ⊗ (((λ1)
RA1λ2)
RA2λ3)
L (A.23)
⊗ ((
←−−−
A2λ3)A3λ4)
L ⊗ ... ⊗ ((
←−−−−−−−
An−2λn−1)An−1λn)
L
⊗ ((
←−−−−−−−
An−2λn−1)An−1λn)
R ⊗ An ,
along with channels on the respective factors such that
ρUA1...AnF |A1...Anλ1...λn = ρA1|(λ1)L ρA2|((λ1)RA1λ2)L (A.24)
ρ
A3|((
←−−−
A1λ2)A2λ3)L
... ρ
An|((
←−−−−−−−−
An−2λn−1)An−1λn)
L
ρ
F |((
←−−−−−−−−
An−2λn−1)An−1λn)
RAn
Note that all operators appearing on the right hand side of Eq. A.24 act on distinct spaces. The product of the
n+ 1 operators (recalling the convention of suppressing identities) is therefore identical with the tensor product
of the same n+ 1 operators: ρA1|(λ1)L ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρF |((←−−−−−−−−An−2λn−1) An−1λn)RAn
. From the fact that the operator on
the left hand side of Eq. A.24 is rank 1, it follows that each of the terms on the right hand side is rank 1, hence
each of the terms on the right hand side is the CJ operator for an isometry. The fact that the left hand side is a
unitary channel implies that df
∏
i dAi =
∏
i dAidλi , which can only be satisfied if each term on the right hand
side is also a unitary channel.
Systems A′i (i = 1, ..., n), corresponding to the unbroken wires in the circuit of Fig. 9, are now defined using
Eq. A.23 as follows:
HA′1
∼= H(λ1)R
HA′2
∼= H((λ1)RA1λ2)R
...
HA′n
∼= H((←−−−−−−−−An−2λn−1) An−1λn)R
.
Write
ρIi
A′
i
|((
←−−−−−−−
Ai−2λi−1) Ai−1λi)
R
(A.25)
for the CJ operator corresponding to a unitary map Ii between A
′
i and the indicated ‘right factor’ – such an Ii
exists by definition of the primed systems. Then define the following channels:
ρU1
A1A
′
1|λ1
:= ρA1|(λ1)L ⊗ ρ
I1
A′1|(λ1)
R (A.26)
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ρU2
A2A
′
2|A
′
1A1λ2
:= ρA2|(A′1A1λ2)L ⊗ ρ
I2
A′2|(A
′
1A1λ2)
R (A.27)
...
ρUn
AnA′n|A
′
n−1An−1λn
:= ρAn|(A′n−1An−1λn)L
⊗ ρIn
A′n|(A
′
n−1An−1λn)
R (A.28)
ρ
Un+1
F |A′nAn
:= ρF |A′nAn , (A.29)
which are by construction unitary channels. This notation is to be understood in the obvious way: ρA2|(A′1A1λ2)L
is short for ρA2|((λ1)RA1λ2)L post-composed with the unitary map I1, and similarly for the other channels. These
channels, along with the states ρλi , define a circuit of the form of that of Fig. 9. It remains to show that
marginalizing over the primed systems to obtain
TrA′1,...,A′n
[
ρU1
A1A
′
1|λ1
ρU2
A2A
′
2|A
′
1A1λ2
... ρUn
AnA′n|A
′
n−1An−1λn
ρ
Un+1
F |A′nAn
]
(A.30)
returns the unitary channel ρUA1...AnF |A1...Anλ1...λn of Eq. (A.24). This is the case by construction, since
TrA′1
[
ρA2|(A′1A1λ2)L ρ
I2
A′2|(A
′
1A1λ2)
R ρ
I1
A′1|(λ1)
R
]
= TrA′1A′1
∗
[
τ idA′1 ρA2|(A′1A1λ2)L ρ
I2
A′2|(A
′
1A1λ2)
R ρ
I1
A′1|(λ1)
R
]
= ρA2|((λ1)RA1λ2)L ρ
I2
A′2|((λ1)
RA1λ2)R
, (A.31)
and similarly for A′i, i = 2, . . . , n. 
A.4 Proof of Theorem 4.15: (2) → (1)
Consider a DAG G, with nodes A1, . . . , An and a process operator σA1...An that is Markov for G. For improved leg-
ibility of the following proof, write Pi := Pa(Ai). By the definition of Markovianity of a process operator (Def. 3.4),
there exist commuting channels ρAi|Pi such that σA1...An =
∏
i ρAi|Pi . In particular, [ρA1|P1 , ρA1|P1P1 ] = 0,
where a bar denotes relative complement in the set {A1, . . . , An}, so that ρA1|P1P1 =
∏
i6=1 ρAi|Pi . Lemma A.1
implies that there exists a decomposition of P1 into orthogonal subspaces P1 =
⊕
j (P1)
L
j ⊗ (P1)
R
j such that
ρA1|P1 =
∑
j
ρA1|(P1)Lj
⊗ 1(P1)Rj
(A.32)
ρA1|P1P1 =
∑
j
1(P1)
L
j
⊗ ρA1|(P1)Rj P1
. (A.33)
For each j, the channel represented by ρA1|(P1)Lj
can be dilated to a unitary channel with unitary U j : (P1)
L
j ⊗λ
j
1
→ A1 ⊗ F
j and some appropriate state |0〉
λ
j
1
. Let λ1 be a system of large enough dimension that these unitaries
can be extended to U j : (P1)
L
j λ1 → A1F
j (for appropriate F j) with a common auxiliary state |0〉λ1 . Define the
unitary U1 : P1 ⊗ λ1 → A1 ⊗ F by setting F :=
⊕
j F
j ⊗ (P1)
R
j and U1 :=
∑
j U˜
j , where U˜ j := U j ⊗ 1(P1)Rj
acts
only on the jth subspace and as zero everywhere else. By construction,
ρA1|P1 = TrFTrλ1
[
ρU1A1F |P1λ1 |0〉λ1 〈0|
]
. (A.34)
The marginal channel ρA1|P1λ1 is by definition a reduced unitary, and it commutes with ρAj|Pj for all j 6= 1.
Next, consider [ρA2|P2 , ρA2|P2P2λ1 ] = 0, where ρA2|P2P2λ1 := ρA1|P1λ1(
∏n
i=3 ρAi|Pi). A similar construction to
the above yields a corresponding channel ρA2|P2λ2 . Iterating this procedure yields a set of pairwise commuting
reduced unitaries, {ρAi|Piλi}, such that for each i, the reduced unitary ρAi|Piλi returns the original channel ρAi|Pi
given an input ρλi . Lemma A.5 then implies that
∏
i ρAi|Piλi is a reduced unitary, hence there exists a unitary
U such that
TrF
[
ρUA1...AnF |A1...Anλ1...λn
]
=
∏
i
ρAi|Piλi . (A.35)
By construction,
σA1...An = Trλ1...λnTrF
[
ρUA1...AnF |A1...Anλ1...λn ρλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρλn
]
, (A.36)
and the unitary channel U satisfies the no-influence conditions:
{Aj 9 Ai}Aj /∈Pa(Ai) , {λj 9 Ai}j 6=i ∀i = 1, . . . , n. (A.37)
It remains to show that the operator σA1...Anλ1...λnF = ρ
U
A1...AnF |A1...Anλ1...λn
ρλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρλn that has been
constructed is a valid process operator, as required by Def. 4.11. This follows via an application of the proof of
Theorem 4.14 in Appendix A.3, to show that σA1...Anλ1...λnF can be realized as a broken unitary circuit. Note in
particular that the proof of Appendix A.3 does not need to assume that ρUA1...AnF |A1...Anλ1...λn ρλ1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ρλn
is a valid process operator. Rather, the fact that σA1...Anλ1...λnF is a valid process operator follows from the
conclusion of the proof, since any broken circuit yields a valid process operator. 
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B Appendix part II
B.1 Useful tools II
The following definition and lemma, which will be helpful in several other proofs, are concerned solely with DAGs.
Definition B.1. (Relation SR on the nodes of a DAG): Let G be a DAG, with a set of nodes V . Let Y , Z and
W denote arbitrary disjoint subsets of V , with R := V \ (Y ∪ Z ∪W ). The 3-place relation SR(Y,Z;W ) holds if
there exist partitions of W and R
R = RY ∪RZ ∪R
c (B.1)
W = WY ∪WZ , (B.2)
such that: if A is any of Y , Z, RY , RZ or R
c, and B is any of WY , WZ , Y , Z, RY , RZ or R
c, then the absence
of an arrow A→ B in Fig. 21 implies that for any a ∈ A, b ∈ B, there is no arrow in G from a to b. (NB Nodes
in WY and WZ can have children in any other set, but these arrows are suppressed in Fig. 21 for better visibility.)
Rc
Y RY RZ Z
WY WZ
Figure 21
Lemma B.2. Let G be a DAG, with a set of nodes V , and let Y ,Z, and W be disjoint subsets of V . If
(Y ⊥ Z|W )G, then SR(Y,Z;W ).
Proof. As observed in the proof of Theorem 8.3 in Section 8.2 (see Refs. [59] and [62]), the soundness of d-
separation for a 3-place relation on subsets of nodes can be established by showing that the relation satisfies the
local Markov condition and the semi-graphoid axioms.
In order to see that the local Markov condition holds, let X ∈ V and define P := Pa(X) and N := Nd(X) \
Pa(X). The nodes in D = V \({X} ∪ P ∪N) are the descendants of X. Without any further partitioning of sets,
Fig. 22 is already of the required form, hence SR({X}, N ;P ).
D
X N
P
Figure 22: SR({X}, N ;P )
Now consider the semi-graphoid axioms. The symmetry axiom SR(Y,Z;W ) ⇔ SR(Z, Y ;W ) is immediate.
Concerning the decomposition axiom, SR(Y,XZ;W ) ⇒ SR(Y,Z;W ), suppose that SR(Y,XZ;W ) holds, with
corresponding decompositions W = WY ∪ WXZ and R = RY ∪ RXZ ∪ R
c. Defining RZ := RXZ ∪ X and
WZ :=WXZ , it follows immediately that SR(Y,Z;W ) holds, with corresponding decompositions W =WY ∪WZ
and R = RY ∪ RZ ∪ R
c. Concerning the weak union axiom, SR(Y,XZ;W ) ⇒ SR(Y,Z;XW ), suppose
that SR(Y,XZ;W ) holds, with corresponding decompositions W = WY ∪ WXZ and R = RY ∪ RXZ ∪ R
c.
Defining WZ := WXZ ∪ X and RZ := RXZ , it is immediate that SR(Y,Z;XW ) holds with corresponding
decompositions X ∪W =WY ∪WZ and R = RY ∪RZ ∪R
c. Finally, concerning the contraction axiom, suppose
that SR(Y,Z;W ) ∧ SR(Y,X;ZW ). Let the subsets implied by these two relations be labelled as in Figs. 23 and
24.
RcXc
Y RYXY RZXZ Z
WY WZ
Figure 23: SR(Y,Z;W )
R
′c
Y R′Y RX X
W ′Y ZY WXZX
Figure 24: SR(Y,X;ZW )
R˜c
Y R˜Y RXZ XZ
W˜Y WXZ
Figure 25: SR(Y,ZX;W )
Defining new sets as follows,
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WXZ := WX ∪WZ
W˜Y := W \WXZ
RXZ := RX ∪RZ
R˜c := (Rc ∪R
′c) \RXZ
R˜Y := R \ (RXZ ∪ R˜
c) ,
the diagram in Fig. 25 correctly expresses which parent-child relations between those subsets are forbidden, i.e.
there must not be any arrows from RXZ , X or Z to the sets on the left and no arrows from R˜Y or Y to any sets
on the right. This establishes SR(Y,ZX;W ). 
B.2 Proof of Prop. 7.5
The only if direction is immediate.
For the if direction, consider an informationally complete intervention at each node X ∈ Y : that is, an
intervention corresponding to a quantum instrument {τkXX } such that, varying over kX , the operators τ
kX
X span
the real vector space of Hermitian operators on HXin ⊗HXout . Let kY denote the joint outcome, and for each kY ,
let τkYY denote the corresponding tensor product of local operators. Varying over kY , the operators τ
kY
Y span the
real vector space of Hermitian operators on HY in⊗HY out , i.e., the local intervention at Y , consisting of a product
of informationally complete interventions, is also informationally complete. Similarly, consider an informationally
complete local intervention at Z, with joint outcome kZ , and corresponding product operators τ
kZ
Z .
Given σY Z , suppose that P (kY , kZ) = TrY Z(σY Zτ
kY
Y ⊗ τ
kZ
Z ) = P (kY )P (kZ). Let αY be the operator such
that P (kY ) = TrY (αY τ
kY
Y ) and βZ be the operator such that P (kZ) = TrZ(βZτ
kZ
Z ). Since {τ
kY
Y ⊗ τ
kZ
Z }kY ,kZ
spans the tensor product space of operators, σY Z and αY ⊗βZ agree on a basis, hence σY Z = αY ⊗βZ = σY ⊗σZ .

B.3 Proof of Prop. 7.10
For the only if direction, assume that (Y ⊥ Z|W )κ holds, hence κY ZW can be written in the form κY ZW =
αYWβZW . Consider arbitrary interventions at Y and Z, and a maximally informative intervention at W . Then
by Def. 7.9, functions gin and gout exist such that
P (kY , kZ , kW ) =
∑
Y
∑
Z
∑
W
κY ZW P (kY , Y
out|Y in) P (kZ , Z
out|Zin)
δ(gin(kW ),W
in) δ(gout(kW ),W
out) P (kW ,W
out|W in)
=
∑
Y
αYW (Y
in, Y out, gin(kW ), g
out(kW )) P (kY , Y
out|Y in)∑
Z
βZW (Z
in, Zout, gin(kW ), g
out(kW )) P (kZ , Z
out|Zin) P (kW , g
out(kW )|g
in(kW )) .
Setting
α′(kY , kW ) =
∑
Y
αYW (Y
in, Y out, gin(kW ), g
out(kW )) P (kY , Y
out|Y in),
and
β′(kZ , kW ) =
∑
Z
βZW (Z
in, Zout, gin(kW ), g
out(kW )) P (kZ , Z
out|Zin) P (kW , g
out(kW )|g
in(kW ))
yields P (kY , kZ , kW ) = α
′(kY , kW )β
′(kZ , kW ), hence (kY ⊥ kZ |kW )P , by Prop. 7.6.
For the if direction, assume that for any local interventions at Y and Z, and any maximally informative
local intervention at W , the joint outcome probabilities P (kY , kZ , kW ) satisfy (kY ⊥ kZ |kW )P . Consider, in
particular, an intervention at each node X (where X ∈ Y , or X ∈ Z, or X ∈ W ), such that the outcome kX is a
pair kX = (k
I
X , k
O
X), and
P (kX , X
out|X in) =
1
dX
δ(kIX , X
in)δ(kOX , X
out),
where dX is the cardinality of the set on which X
in takes values. This corresponds to measuring the input
variable, recording the value as kIX , choosing a value k
O
X at random, and setting X
out = kOX . Assume that the
local intervention at Y is a product of interventions of this form, with joint outcome kY = (k
I
Y , k
O
Y ), where k
I
Y
is the tuple consisting of a value of kIX , for each X ∈ Y , and k
O
Y is the tuple consisting of a value of k
O
X , for
each X ∈ Y . Similarly Z and kZ = (k
I
Z , k
O
Z ), and W and kW = (k
I
W , k
O
W ). Observe that these interventions are
maximally informative, in keeping with the assumption of a maximally informative intervention at W .
Given (kY ⊥ kZ |kW )P , it follows from Prop. 7.6 that there exist α(kY , kW ) and β(kZ , kW ) such that
P (kY , kZ , kW ) = α(kY , kW )β(kZ , kW ). Define α
′
YW : Y
in × Y out ×W in ×W out → R and β′ZW : Z
in × Zout ×
W in ×W out → R such that
α′YW (Y
in, Y out,W in,W out) = α(kY , kW )|kY =(Y in,Y out),kW=(W in,Wout)
β′ZW (Z
in, Zout,W in,W out) =
1
dW
β(kZ , kW )|kZ=(Zin,Zout),kW=(W in,Wout).
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Observe that
α(kY , kW ) =
∑
YW
α′YWP (kY , Y
out|Y in)P (kW ,W
out|W in),
β(kZ , kW ) = dW
∑
ZW
β′ZWP (kZ , Z
out|Zin)P (kW ,W
out|W in).
Now,
P (kY , kZ , kW ) = α(kY , kW )β(kZ , kW )
= dW
(∑
YW
α′YWP (kY , Y
out|Y in)P (kW ,W
out|W in)
)(∑
ZW
β′ZWP (kZ , Z
out|Zin)P (kW ,W
out|W in)
)
=
∑
Y ZW
P (kY , Y
out|Y in)P (kZ, Z
out|Zin)P (kW ,W
out|W in)α′YWβ
′
ZW , (B.3)
where the third equality follows from the form of theW intervention (in particular, the fact that theW intervention
is maximally informative). From the definition of the classical process map,
P (kY , kZ , kW ) =
∑
Y ZW
P (kY , Y
out|Y in)P (kZ , Z
out|Y in)P (kW ,W
out|W in)κY ZW . (B.4)
The measurements considered are informationally complete: that is, if for fixed kY , kZ , kW , the term P (kY , Y
out|
Y in)P (kZ , Z
out|Zin)P (kW ,W
out|W in) is viewed as a real-valued function of Y in, Y out, Zin, Zout, W in, W out,
then, varying over kY , kZ , kW , these functions span the vector space of all real-valued functions of Y
in, Y out, Zin,
Zout, W in, W out. Comparing Eqs. (B.3) and (B.4) then gives κY ZW = α
′
YWβ
′
ZW , that is (Y ⊥ Z|W )κY ZW . 
B.4 Proof of Prop. 7.14
Suppose that σY ZW = αYW βZW . The commutation of αYW and βZW implies the existence of a decomposition
HW in⊗HWout =
⊕
iHFLi
⊗HFR
i
into orthogonal subspaces such that σY ZW =
∑
i αY FLi
⊗βZFR
i
(see Lemma A.1
and note that α and β can be chosen to be positive24). Let {|i, fLi 〉 |i, f
R
i 〉}fL
i
,fR
i
be a product orthonormal basis
of the ith subspace FLi ⊗ F
R
i .
Consider the following global intervention at W . An agent is stationed at an additional locus E, such that
for each node N ∈ W , the quantum system at N in is sent to E, one half of a maximally entangled state is fed
into Nout, and the other half is sent to E. This defines a new process operator σY ZE over Y,Z and E, with
Ein isomorphic to HW in ⊗ HWout , such that σY ZE has a block-diagonal structure with respect to the induced
decomposition. Let |i, fLi , f
R
i 〉 := J
−1 |i, fLi 〉 |i, f
R
i 〉 label the induced orthonormal basis of E
in (for a suitable
isomorphism J). The agent performs the von Neumann measurement at E corresponding to that basis. For a
particular outcome kE , corresponding to the basis state |i, f
L
i , f
R
i 〉, define the operator
TrEinEout
[
σY ZE |i, f
L
i , f
R
i 〉 〈i, f
L
i , f
R
i |
]
= 〈i, fLi , f
R
i | J
−1
(∑
j
αY FL
j
⊗ βZFR
j
)
J |i, fLi , f
R
i 〉
= 〈i, fLi |αY FL
i
|i, fLi 〉 ⊗ 〈i, f
R
i | βZFR
i
|i, fRi 〉 =: γY ⊗ ηZ
The product form γY ⊗ ηZ implies that the joint probability distribution for kE and outcomes kY and kZ for
arbitrary choices of interventions at Y and Z satisfies P (kY , kZ , kE) = φ(kY , kE)χ(kZ , kE) (for some functions φ
and χ). Recalling Prop. 7.6, this establishes the claim. 
B.5 Proof of Lemmas 8.4 and 8.5
Proof of Lemma 8.4. Let σV be a process operator, and consider the relation T of Eq. (8.5), defined over subsets
of V . The symmetry axiom is immediate. For the decomposition axiom, suppose that T (Y,XZ;W ) holds, i.e.,
for all local interventions τR, there exist αYW and βXZW such that σ
τR
YXZW = αYW βXZW . Then for any choice
of local intervention τX at X, σ
τRτX
Y ZW = αYW TrX [τXβXZW ], hence (Y ⊥ Z|W )στRτX
YZW
, hence T (Y,Z;W ) holds.
The weak union axiom is immediate. Finally, for the contraction axiom, suppose that for all local interventions
τR and τX , (Y ⊥ Z|W )στRτX
YZW
, and that for all local interventions τR, (Y ⊥ X|ZW )στR
YXZW
. The first condition,
along with Part (3) of Prop. 7.17, implies that for all local interventions τR and τX , the quantum conditional
mutual information I(Y : Z|W ) = 0 when evaluated on σˆτRτXY ZW . Similarly, the second condition implies that for
all local interventions τR, I(Y : X|ZW ) = 0 when evaluated on σˆ
τR
Y ZWX .
25. Let τX be the intervention that, at
each node in X, ignores the input and prepares a maximally mixed state on the output. This yields
H(TrZX [σˆ
τR
Y ZWX ]) +H(TrYX [σˆ
τR
Y ZWX ])−H(TrY ZX [σˆ
τR
Y ZWX ])−H(TrX [σˆ
τR
Y ZWX ]) = 0 (B.5)
24Strictly speaking, Lemma A.1 is formulated for commuting operators which are correctly normalised as CJ representa-
tions of channels, while here αYW and βZW are only assumed to be positive. It is, however, easy to see that nothing in the
proof of that lemma changes if one accounts for different normalization everywhere.
25The following steps are essentially the same as those used in Ref. [9] to show that the condition I(A : B|C) = 0 on
ordinary quantum states satisfies the semi-graphoid axioms.
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H(TrX [σˆ
τR
Y ZWX ]) +H(TrY [σˆ
τR
Y ZWX ])−H(TrY X [σˆ
τR
Y ZWX ]) −H(σˆ
τR
Y ZWX) = 0 (B.6)
where H(...) denotes the von Neumann entropy. Adding the two equations gives I(Y : XZ|W ) = 0, when evalu-
ated on σˆτRY ZWX . Seeing as this holds for any local intervention τR, Prop. 7.17 gives T (Y,XZ;W ). 
Proof of Lemma 8.5. Consider a DAG G, with nodes V , and a process operator σV , such that σV is Markov for
G. LetX ∈ V and set P := Pa(X), N := Nd(X)\Pa(X) andD := V \(X∪P∪N). The sets {X}, P ,N andD con-
stitute a partition of V , hence σV = ρX|Pa(X) ρP |Pa(P ) ρN|Pa(N) ρD|Pa(D). The set D only contains descendants of
X, hence D cannot have children in any of the other sets. Given an arbitrary local intervention τD, the marginal
process operator over XPN is therefore of the form στDXPN = TrD[τDσXPND] = ρX|Pa(X) ρP |Pa(P ) ρN|Pa(N).
By definition, X /∈ P and N ∩ P = ∅, hence στDXPN is of the form αXP βNP , with αXP = ρX|Pa(X) and
βNP = ρP |Pa(P ) ρN|Pa(N). Therefore T (X,N ;P ) holds. 
B.6 Proof of Prop. 10.5
This is essentially the same as the proof of Prop. 7.14 in Appendix B.4, except that with σY ZWdo(X) = αYWXout
βZWXout , the two factors have non-trivial action on the three Hilbert spaces W
in, W out and Xout. The relevant
decomposition into orthogonal subspaces is therefore a decomposition of W in⊗W out⊗Xout. The proof proceeds
with WXout replacing W . 
B.7 Proof of Theorem 10.7
Let σY ZWXR be a process operator that is Markov forG, hence σY ZWRdo(X) = ρY |Pa(Y ) ρZ|Pa(Z) ρW |Pa(W ) ρR|Pa(R),
where all operators commute and may act non-trivially on Xout. Suppose that (Y ⊥ Z|WX)G
X
. Recalling
Def. B.1, Lemma B.2 implies that SR(Y,Z;WX) holds in GX . Therefore there exist partitions R = RY ∪RZ ∪R
c
and W ∪X =WY ∪XY ∪WZ ∪XZ , with
ρW |Pa(W ) = ρWY |Pa(WY ) ρWZ |Pa(WZ),
and
ρR|Pa(R) = ρRY |Pa(RY ) ρRZ |Pa(RZ) ρRc|Pa(Rc),
such that each of the operators ρY |Pa(Y ), ρWY |Pa(WY ), ρRY |Pa(RY ) acts trivially on Z ⊗ RZ ⊗ R
c, and each of
the operators ρZ|Pa(Z), ρWZ |Pa(WZ) , ρRZ |Pa(RZ) acts trivially on Y ⊗RY ⊗R
c. With τR = τRY ⊗ τRZ ⊗ τRc an
arbitrary local intervention at R, the term TrRc [τRc ρRc|Pa(Rc)] = IPa(Rc), and it follows that
στRY ZWdo(X) = TrR
[
τR σY ZWRdo(X)
]
= TrRY
[
τRY ρY |Pa(Y ) ρWY |Pa(WY ) ρRY |Pa(RY )
]
TrRZ
[
τRZ ρZ|Pa(Z) ρWZ |Pa(WZ) ρRZ |Pa(RZ)
]
.
Setting
αYWXout = TrRY
[
τRY ρY |Pa(Y ) ρWY |Pa(WY ) ρRY |Pa(RY )
]
,
and
βZWXout = TrRZ
[
τRZ ρZ|Pa(Z) ρWZ |Pa(WZ) ρRZ |Pa(RZ)
]
,
concludes the proof.

B.8 Proof of Prop. 10.8
(1)→ (2)
Suppose that σY ZWdo(X) = αYWXoutβZWXout for a pair of Hermitian operators αYWXout and βZWXout .
Taking the Hermitian conjugate of both sides of this equation establishes that [αYWXout , βZWXout ] = 0. For arbi-
trary local interventions τY at Y and τZ at Z, let α
τY
WXout
= TrY [τY αYWXout ] and β
τZ
WXout
= TrZ [τZβZWXout ].
Observe that [ατY
WXout
, βZWXout ] = 0 and [αYWXout , β
τZ
WXout
] = 0
Using the commutativity and associativity of the ‘⋆’-product, along with the fact that for arbitrary Hermitian
operators M and N , if [M,N ] = 0 then M ⋆ N =MN ,
σY ZWdo(X) ⋆ σ
τY ,τZ
Wdo(X) = (αYWXout βZWXout ) ⋆
(
ατY
WXout
βτZ
WXout
)
= αYWXout ⋆ βZWXout ⋆ α
τY
WXout
⋆ βτZ
WXout
=
(
αYWXout β
τZ
WXout
)
⋆
(
ατY
WXout
βZWXout
)
= στZYWdo(X) ⋆ σ
τY
ZWdo(X) .
(2)→ (3)
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Assume (2), and consider local interventions τY and τZ that consist of discarding the input, and preparing
a maximally mixed state on the output, for each node in the corresponding set. Dividing each side of (2) by
dY dZ(dWdX)
2, and taking logarithms, gives
log
(
σˆY ZWdo(X)
)
+ log
(
TrY Z(σˆY ZWdo(X))
)
= log
(
TrZ(σˆY ZWdo(X))
)
+ log
(
TrY (σˆY ZWdo(X))
)
, (B.7)
where the logarithms are restricted to the support of the respective operators. This implies (3).
(3)→ (1)
Assume (3). By Theorem 6 of Ref. [55], there is a decomposition of the WXout Hilbert space of the
form HWXout =
⊕
iH(WXout)Li
⊗ H(WXout)R
i
, and a probability distribution {pi} such that σˆY ZWdo(X) =∑
i pi σˆY (WXout)Li
⊗ σˆZ(WXout)R
i
for positive trace-1 operators σˆY (WXout)L
i
and σˆZ(WXout)R
i
. Define Hermi-
tian operators
αYWXout := dY dZdWdX
∑
i
pi σˆY (WXout)L
i
⊗ 1Z(WXout)R
i
(B.8)
βZWXout :=
∑
i
1Y (WXout)L
i
⊗ σˆZ(WXout)R
i
. (B.9)
Since the distinct subspaces are orthogonal, σY ZWdo(X) = αYWXoutβZWXout , which establishes the claim. 
B.9 Proof of Prop. 10.12
(Y ⊥ Zin|Wdo(X)Zout)κY ZWX ⇒ (COS2)
Let κY ZWX represent a classical process map, and suppose that κY ZWdo(X) = αYWXoutZout βZWXout , for
suitable functions αYWXoutZout and βZWXout . Then, for an arbitrary local intervention at Y , a breaking local
intervention at Z that fixes Zout = z, a maximally informative local intervention at W , and a do-intervention
that fixes Xout = x,
P (kY , kZ , kW ) =
∑
Y
∑
Z
∑
W
∑
Xout
[
κY ZWdo(X) δ(X
out, x) δ(Zout, z) P (kZ|Z
in) P (kY , Y
out|Y in)
δ
(
gin(kW ),W
in
)
δ
(
gout(kW ),W
out
)
P (kW ,W
out|W in)
]
=
(∑
Y
P (kY , Y
out|Y in)αYWXoutZout
(
Y in, Y out, gI(kW ), g
O(kW ), x, z
))
∑
Zin
P (kZ |Z
in)P (kW , g
out(kW )|g
in(kW )) βZWXout
(
Zin, z, gI(kW ), g
O(kW ), x
) .
Setting
α′(kY , kW ) =
∑
Y
P (kY , Y
out|Y in)αYWXoutZout
(
Y in, Y out, gI(kW ), g
O(kW ), x, z
)
,
and
β′(kZ , kW ) =
∑
Zin
P (kZ|Z
in)P (kW , g
out(kW )|g
in(kW ))βZWXout
(
Zin, z, gI(kW ), g
O(kW ), x
)
,
yields P (kY , kZ , kW ) = α
′(kY , kW )β
′(kZ , kW ), hence (kY ⊥ kZ |kW )P , by Prop. 7.6.
(COS2) ⇒ (Y ⊥ Zin|Wdo(X)Zout)κYZWX
The converse direction proceeds by a similar argument to that of the proof of Prop. 7.10. Consider an
intervention at each node N (where N ∈ Y or N ∈W ), such that the outcome kN is a pair kN = (k
I
N , k
O
N), and
P (kN , N
out|N in) =
1
dN
δ(kIN , N
in)δ(kON , N
out),
where dN is the cardinality of the set on which N
in takes values. Assume that the local intervention at Y is a
product of interventions of this form, with joint outcome kY = (k
I
Y , k
O
Y ), where k
I
Y is the tuple consisting of a
value of kIN , for each N ∈ Y , and k
O
Y is the tuple consisting of a value of k
O
N , for each N ∈ Y . Similarly W and
kW = (k
I
W , k
O
W ). Consider a breaking local intervention at Z that fixes Z
out = z, and returns kZ = Z
in. Consider
a do-intervention at X that fixes Xout = x.
For each choice of (x, z), let Pxz(kY , kZ , kW ) be the joint distribution over outcomes, and assume that the
condition (kY ⊥ kZ |kW )Pxz holds. It follows from Prop. 7.6 that there exist αxz(kY , kW ) and βxz(kZ , kW ) such
that Pxz(kY , kZ , kW ) = αxz(kY , kW )βxz(kZ , kW ). Define α
′
YWXoutZout
: Y in×Y out×W in×W out×Xout×Zout →
R and β′
ZWXout
: Zin × Zout ×W in ×W out ×Xout → R such that for each x, z,
α′YWXoutZout(Y
in, Y out,W in,W out, x, z) = αxz(kY , kW )|kY =(Y in,Y out),kW=(W in,Wout)
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β′ZWXout(Z
in, z,W in,W out, x) =
1
dW
βxz(kZ , kW )|kZ=Zin,kW=(W in,Wout).
Observe that
αxz(kY , kW ) =
∑
YW
α′YWXoutZout (Y
in, Y out,W in,W out, x, z) P (kY , Y
out|Y in)P (kW ,W
out|W in),
βxz(kZ , kW ) = dW
∑
ZinW
β′ZWXout (Z
in, z,W in,W out, x) P (kZ |Z
in) P (kW ,W
out|W in).
Now,
Pxz(kY , kZ , kW ) = αxz(kY , kW )βxz(kZ , kW )
= dW
(∑
YW
α′YWXoutZout(Y
in, Y out,W in,W out, x, z) P (kY , Y
out|Y in)P (kW ,W
out|W in)
)
 ∑
ZinW
β′ZWXout (Z
in, z,W in,W out, x) P (kZ |Z
in)P (kW ,W
out|W in)

=
∑
Y ZinW
P (kY , Y
out|Y in)P (kZ|Z
in)P (kW ,W
out|W in)
(
α′YWXoutZoutβ
′
ZWXout
)
|Xout=x,Zout=z
=
∑
Y ZW
P (kY , Y
out|Y in)P (kZ , Z
out|Zin)P (kW ,W
out|W in)
(
α′YWXoutZoutβ
′
ZWXout
)
|Xout=x,
(B.10)
where the third equality follows from the form of theW intervention (in particular, the fact that theW intervention
is maximally informative), and where
P (kZ , Z
out|Zin) = P (kZ |Z
in)δ(Zout, z).
From the definition of the do-conditional process map,
Pxz(kY , kZ , kW ) =
∑
Y ZW
P (kY , Y
out|Y in)P (kZ, Z
out|Zin)P (kW ,W
out|W in)κY ZWdo(X)|Xout=x. (B.11)
The measurements considered are informationally complete: that is, if for fixed z, kY , kZ , kW , the term
P (kY , Y
out|Y in)P (kZ, Z
out|Zin)P (kW ,W
out|W in) is viewed as a real-valued function of Y in, Y out, Zin, Zout,
W in, W out, then, varying over z, kY , kZ , kW , these functions span the vector space of all real-valued functions
of Y in, Y out, Zin, Zout, W in, W out. Comparing Eqs. (B.10) and (B.11) yields κY ZWdo(X) = α
′
YWXout
β′
ZWXout
,
that is (Y ⊥ Zin|Wdo(X)Zout)κY ZWX .

B.10 Proof of Prop. 10.15
The proof is similar to that of Prop. 7.14 (and Prop. 10.5).
Assume (Y ⊥ Zin|Wdo(X)Zout)σYZWX , hence there exist Hermitian operators αYWXoutZout and βZWXout
such that σY ZWdo(X) = αYWXoutZout βZWXout . Lemma A.1 implies that there is a decomposition HW in ⊗
HWout ⊗HXout ⊗HZout =
⊕
iHFLi
⊗HFR
i
such that σY ZWdo(X) =
∑
i αY FLi
⊗ βZinFR
i
, with α and β positive.
Let {|i, fLi 〉 |i, f
R
i 〉}fL
i
,fR
i
be a product orthonormal basis of the ith subspace FLi ⊗ F
R
i .
Consider the following global intervention at WXoutZout. An agent is stationed at an additional locus E,
such that for each node N ∈ W , the quantum system at N in is sent to E, one half of a maximally entangled
state is fed into Nout, and the other half is sent to E. For each node N ∈ Z or N ∈ X, one half of a maximally
entangled state is fed into Nout, and the other half is sent to E. This defines an operator σY ZinE over Y , Z
in and
E, with Ein isomorphic to HW in⊗HWout ⊗HXout ⊗HZout , such that σY ZinE has a block-diagonal structure with
respect to the induced decomposition. Let |i, fLi , f
R
i 〉 := J
−1 |i, fLi 〉 |i, f
R
i 〉 label the induced orthonormal basis of
Ein (for a suitable isomorphism J). The agent performs the von Neumann measurement at E corresponding to
that basis. For a particular outcome kE , corresponding to the basis state |i, f
L
i , f
R
i 〉, define the operator
TrEinEout
[
σY ZinE |i, f
L
i , f
R
i 〉 〈i, f
L
i , f
R
i |
]
= 〈i, fLi , f
R
i | J
−1
(∑
j
αY FL
j
⊗ βZinFR
j
)
J |i, fLi , f
R
i 〉
= 〈i, fLi |αY FL
i
|i, fLi 〉 ⊗ 〈i, f
R
i |βZinFR
i
|i, fRi 〉 := γY ⊗ ηZin
The product form γY ⊗ηZin implies that the joint probability distribution for kE and outcomes kY and kZ for an ar-
bitrary intervention at Y , and an arbitrary local measurement of Zin, satisfies P (kY , kZ , kE) = φ(kY , kE)χ(kZ, kE)
(for some functions φ and χ). Recalling Prop. 7.6, this establishes the claim. 
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B.11 Proof of Thorem 10.17
Suppose (Y ⊥ Z|WX)G
XZ
. Then Lemma B.2 implies SR(Y,Z;WX) with respect to the mutilated DAG GXZ .
Hence, with the set X suppressed, there are partitions of the sets W and R such that allowed parent-child
relationships are as shown in Fig. 26.
Rc
Y RY RZ Z
WY WZ
Figure 26: The allowed parent-child relations in G, suppressing the set X, and suppressing arrows coming out of
WY and WZ . Blue dashed arrows represent parent-child relationships that are allowed in G, but absent in GXZ .
Let σV be a process operator that is Markov for G. It follows from the above that, with a local intervention
τR = τRY ⊗ τRZ ⊗ τRc at the R nodes,
στRY ZWdo(X) = TrRY
[
τRY ρY |Pa(Y ) ρWY |Pa(WY ) ρRY |Pa(RY )
]
(B.12)
TrRZ
[
τRZ ρZ|Pa(Z) ρWZ |Pa(WZ) ρRZ |Pa(RZ)
]
,
which is of the form στR
Y ZWdo(X)
= αYWXoutZout βZWXout .

B.12 Proof of Prop. 10.18
The proof is similar to that of Prop. 10.8.
(1)→ (2)
Assume σY ZWdo(X) = αYWXoutZoutβZWXout . As in the proof of Prop. 10.8, use the associativity and
commutativity of the star-product, and express the operators in Condition (2) in terms of ατY
WXoutZout
:=
TrY [τY αYWXoutZout ] and βZoutWXout := TrZin [βZWXout ].
(2)→ (3)
Consider the intervention at each node in Y that discards the input, and prepares a maximally mixed state
on the output. Condition (2) then implies
σˆY ZWdo(X) ⋆ TrY Zin(σˆY ZWdo(X)) = TrY (σˆY ZWdo(X)) ⋆ TrZin(σˆY ZWdo(X)),
which yields Condition (3).
(3)→ (1)
The proof is the same as that of the proof of the (3) → (1) direction of Prop. 10.8, except that Zin replaces
Z, and WXoutZout replaces WXout.

B.13 Proof of Prop. 10.21
(Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))κYZWX ⇒ (COS3)
Given a classical do-conditional process κY ZWdo(X), suppose that
κτZYWdo(X) = ηYWXout ξ
τZ
WXout
∀ local interventions τZ . (B.13)
Consider an arbitrary local intervention at Y given by P (kY , Y
out|Y in), a maximally informative local intervention
at W given by
P (kW ,W
out|W in) = δ(gin(kW ),W
in) δ(gout(kW ),W
out) P (kW ,W
out|W in),
and a do-intervention at X that fixes Xout = x. For τZ a local intervention at Z, let P
τZ (kY , kW ) denote the
resulting joint distribution over outcomes kY and kW (where the notation suppresses dependence on x). This is
given by
P τZ (kY , kW ) =
∑
Y
∑
W
∑
Xout
κτZYWdo(X) P (kY , Y
out|Y in)
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δ(Xout, x) δ(gin(kW ),W
in) δ(gout(kW ),W
out) P (kW ,W
out|W in)
=
∑
Y
ηYWXout (Y
in, Y out, gin(kW ), g
out(kW ), x) P (kY , Y
out|Y in)
ξτZ
WXout
(gin(kW ), g
out(kW ), x) P (kW , g
out(kW )|g
in(kW )).
Setting
α(kY , kW , x) =
∑
Y
ηYWXout(Y
in, Y out, gin(kW ), g
out(kW ), x) P (kY , Y
out|Y in),
and
βτZ (kW , x) = ξ
τZ
WXout
(gin(kW ), g
out(kW ), x) P (kW , g
out(kW )|g
in(kW )),
yields P τZ (kY , kW ) = α(kY , kW , x) β
τZ (kW , x), which implies that kY is independent of the choice of intervention
τZ , conditioned on kW . This holds for all interventions at Y , all maximally informative interventions at W , and
all x, hence (COS3) follows.
(COS3) ⇒ (Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))κYZWX
Consider a classical process map κY ZWX , and suppose that (COS3) holds for κY ZWdo(X). Consider local
interventions at Y and W corresponding to an intervention at each node N (N ∈ Y or N ∈ W ) of the form
P (kN , N
out|N in) =
1
dN
δ(kIN , N
in)δ(kON , N
out),
where dN is the cardinality of the set on which N
in takes values. (Similar interventions were considered in
Section B.3.) Let the joint outcome of the intervention at Y be kY = (k
I
Y , k
O
Y ), where k
I
Y is the tuple consisting
of a value of kIN , for each N ∈ Y , and k
O
Y is the tuple consisting of a value of k
O
N , for each N ∈ Y . Similarly W
and kW = (k
I
W , k
O
W ). Consider a do-intervention at X that sets X
out = x, and an arbitrary local intervention τZ
at Z.
As above, let P τZ (kY , kW ) denote the resulting joint distribution over outcomes kY and kW , given a local
intervention τZ at Z, where the dependence on x is suppressed. The intervention at W is maximally informative,
hence by assumption, the probability of outcome kY is independent of τZ when conditioned on kW . This implies
that there exist a function α(kY , kW , x), and for each τZ , a function β
τZ (kW , x), such that
P τZ (kY , kW ) = α(kY , kW , x)β
τZ (kW , x). (B.14)
Define ηYWXout such that
ηYWXout(Y
in, Y out,W in,W out, x) = α(kY , kW , x)|kY =(Y in,Y out),kW=(W in,Wout),
and for each τZ , a function ξ
τZ
WXout
such that
ξτZ
WXout
(W in,W out, x) =
1
dW
βτZ (kW , x)|kW=(W in,Wout).
Observe that
α(kY , kW , x) =
∑
YW
ηYWXout |Xout=xP (kY , Y
out|Y in)P (kW ,W
out|W in)
βτZ (kW , x) = dW
∑
W
ξτZ
WXout
|Xout=x P (kW ,W
out|W in).
Therefore,
P τZ (kY , kW ) = α(kY , kW , x)β
τZ (kW , x)
= dW
(∑
YW
ηYWXout |Xout=xP (kY , Y
out|Y in)P (kW ,W
out|W in)
)
(∑
W
ξτZ
WXout
|Xout=x P (kW ,W
out|W in)
)
=
∑
YW
P (kY , Y
out|Y in)P (kW ,W
out|W in) ηYWXout |Xout=x ξ
τZ
WXout
|Xout=x. (B.15)
From the definition of a classical process map,
P τZ (kY , kW ) =
∑
YW
P (kY , Y
out|Y in)P (kW ,W
out|W in)κτZYWdo(X)|Xout=x. (B.16)
The interventions considered at Y and W are informationally complete: that is, if for fixed kY , kW , the term
P (kY , Y
out|Y in)P (kW ,W
out|W in) is viewed as a real-valued function of Y in, Y out, W in, W out, then, varying over
kY , kW , these functions span the vector space of all real-valued functions of Y
in, Y out, W in, W out. Comparing
Eqs. (B.15) and (B.16) then gives κτZY ZWdo(X) = ηYWXoutξ
τZ
WXout
, that is (Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))κYZWX .

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B.14 Proof of Prop. 10.24
This proof is similar to that of Prop. 7.14 in Section B.4.
Consider a process operator σY ZWX , and assume that there is a Hermitian operator ηYWXout , and for each
local intervention τZ , a Hermitian operator ξ
τZ
WXout
, such that
στZYWdo(X) = ηYWXout ξ
τZ
WXout
.
Note that ηYWXout commutes with ξ
τZ
WXout
for each τZ . The set {ξ
τZ
WXout
} for varying τZ generates a *-subalgebra
of the form A = 1Y ⊗AWXout , where AWXout is a *-subalgebra of L(HW in ⊗HWout ⊗HXout). A fundamental
representation-theoretic result concerning finite-dimensional C*-algebras (see, e.g., Lemma 13 of Ref. [55]) then
implies that there exists a decomposition HW in ⊗ HWout ⊗ HXout =
⊕
iHFLi
⊗ HFR
i
such that AWXout =⊕
i 1FLi
⊗L(HFR
i
). The commutant A′ of A, that is, the subalgebra of operators that commute with all elements
of A, is of the form A′ =
⊕
i L(HY ⊗HFLi
) ⊗ 1FR
i
. Since ηYWXout ∈ A
′, and the distinct subspaces labelled by
i are orthogonal, στZYWdo(X) can be written in the form
στZYWdo(X) =
∑
i
ηY FL
i
⊗ ξτZ
FR
i
for appropriate positive operators ηY FL
i
and ξτZ
FR
i
, where we have adopted the same convention as previously and
let the latter operators act as zero maps on all other subspaces j 6= i. Consider a global intervention at WXout,
of the same form as that of (QOS1): that is, there is an additional locus E such that for each node N ∈ W ∪X,
one half of a maximally entangled state is fed into Nout, and the other half sent to E, and for each node N ∈ W ,
the system at N in is sent to E. The same arguments as in the proof of Prop. 7.14 imply that there exists a basis
{|i, fLi , f
R
i 〉} of E
in, which corresponds to a basis {|i, fLi 〉 |i, f
R
i 〉} of
⊕
iHFLi
⊗ HFR
i
. The agent at E performs
the associated von Neumann measurement.
The probability of obtaining outcome kY for an arbitrary intervention τ
kY
Y at Y , and outcome kE , correspond-
ing to |i, fLi , f
R
i 〉, for the von Neumann measurement at E, is
P (kY , kE) = TrY
[
〈i, fLi | ηY FL
i
|i, fLi 〉 τ
kY
Y
]
〈i, fRi | ξ
τZ
FR
i
|i, fRi 〉 . (B.17)
This product form implies that the probability of kY conditional on obtaining any of the outcomes at E is
independent from τZ . 
B.15 Proof of Theorem 10.26
Let G be a DAG with nodes V = Y ∪ Z ∪ W ∪ X ∪ R, for disjoint subsets Y , Z, W , X, and R, such that
(Y ⊥ Z|WX)G
XZ(W )
. Then Lemma B.2 implies SR(Y,Z;WX) with respect to the mutilated DAG GXZ(W ).
There is therefore a partition of the set W into WY and WZ , a partition of the set R into RY , RZ and R
c, and
a partition of the set Z into Z(W ) and Z′ = Z\Z(W ), such that, with X suppressed, the allowed parent-child
relationships are as shown in Fig. 27. Note in particular that it follows from the definition of Z(W ) that there is
no arrow from Z(W ) to WY , WZ or Z
′.
Let R := {r ∈ RZ : r has a parent in Z(W )} and define R˜Z := RZ \ R and R˜
c := Rc ∪ R. The allowed
parent-child relationships between the resulting sets are shown in Fig. 28. Note in particular that there are no
arrows from R to WY , WZ or Z
′.
R c
Y RY RZ Z′
Z(W )
WY WZ
Figure 27: Allowed parent-child relations in G, with
the set X, and arrows out of WY and WZ suppressed.
Blue dashed arrows show parent-child relationships
that are allowed in G, but absent in GXZ(W ).
R˜c
Y RY R˜Z Z
′
Z(W )
WY WZ
Figure 28: Allowed parent-child relations in G, with
re-defined sets R˜c and R˜Z . The set X and arrows out
of WY and WZ are suppressed. Blue dashed arrows
show parent-child relationships that are allowed in G,
but absent in GXZ(W ).
Let σV be a process operator that is Markov for G. The constraints on allowed parent-child relations shown in
Fig. 28 imply that for arbitrary local interventions τR = τRY ⊗ τR˜Z ⊗ τR˜c and τZ = τZ(W ) ⊗ τZ′ ,
στR,τZYWdo(X) = TrZ′ TrRY TrR˜Z
[
τZ′ τRY τR˜Z ρY |Pa(Y ) ρWY |Pa(WY ) ρRY |Pa(RY )ρZ′|Pa(Z′) ρWZ |Pa(WZ) ρR˜Z |Pa(R˜Z)
TrR˜c TrZ(W )[ τR˜c τZ(W ) ρZ(W )|Pa(Z(W )) ρR˜c|Pa(R˜c) ]
]
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= TrRY [ τRY ρY |Pa(Y ) ρWY |Pa(WY ) ρRY |Pa(RY ) ] TrZ′ TrR˜Z [ τZ′ τR˜Z ρZ′|Pa(Z′) ρWZ |Pa(WZ) ρR˜Z |Pa(R˜Z)] ,
where the second equality follows since
TrR˜c TrZ(W )[ τR˜c τZ(W ) ρZ(W )|Pa(Z(W )) ρR˜c|Pa(R˜c) ] = 1.
Setting
ηYWXout = TrRY [ τRY ρY |Pa(Y ) ρWY |Pa(WY ) ρRY |Pa(RY ) ],
and
ξτZ
WXout
= TrZ′ TrR˜Z [ τZ′ τR˜Z ρZ′|Pa(Z′) ρWZ |Pa(WZ) ρR˜Z |Pa(R˜Z)]
(where the notation suppresses the dependence of these quantities on τR), yields
στR,τZYWdo(X) = ηYWXout ξ
τZ
WXout
.
Since the choices of τR and τZ were arbitrary, this gives that for all local interventions τR,
(Y ⊥ Set(Z)|Wdo(X))στR
YZWX
,
as required. 
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